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Introduction
Let X be an abstract linear space and let X* be the space of all linear
functionals defined on X. Associated with each norm defined on X is its
"norm set," the subspace L of X* consisting of those linear functionals which
are continuous with respect to it. Our starting point is the observation
that
two norms in X define the same topology if and only if their norm sets are
identical. This observation suggests two lines of investigation
which turn out
to be rather closely related. First of all it makes it possible to regard a normable topological linear space as a linear space together with a distinguished
family of linear functionals
rather than as a linear space with a topology,
and suggests investigating such spaces from this point of view. In the second
place it makes it appear desirable to find out just what subspaces of X* are
norm sets. Now this latter problem involves a study of the subspaces of a
linear space, and as will be shown below the problem of classifying the subspaces of an abstract linear space is quite trivial. However X* is not an abstract linear space but has added structure by virtue of being a space of linear
functionals. Furthermore,
and this is what is of interest here, this structure
may be regarded as being induced in X* by distinguishing
a subspace of X**.
In precisely what sense this is true will appear below. Thus both lines of
investigation lead to a consideration of the object obtained from an abstract
linear space by distinguishing
a subspace of its conjugate. Such an object
we call a linear system. It is the purpose of this paper to take the first steps
toward the development of a systematic theory of linear systems. Although
the structure induced in an abstract linear space by converting it into a linear
system can almost always be obtained by introducing a suitable (not usually
normable) topology instead, so that linear systems are not strictly speaking
new mathematical
objects, the notion does lead to a rather unconventional
point of view. We turn now to a discussion of a feature of this point of view
which plays an important
role in our entire development.
Let X and X* be as above. For each member x of X the function
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such that /(/) = l(x) for all I in X* is clearly a member of X**. Thus X may
be regarded as a subspace of X**. Let (X*)x denote the linear system obtained from X* by distinguishing the members of X** contained in X. Finally
for each subspace L of X* let Xl denote the linear system into which it converts X. Then if the notions of isomorphism and automorphism
are defined
for linear systems in the obvious fashion it is easy to show that the linear
systems Xl and Xm are isomorphic if and only if there is an automorphism
of the linear system (X*)x under which the map of L is M. Thus the problem
of classifying the linear systems definable on a fixed linear space is identical
with the problem of classifying the subspaces of a certain linear system, and
methods occurring naturally in one may be applied to the other. In particular
every definition which we may make differentiating
between linear systems
carries with it a definition distinguishing between subspaces of linear systems
of the form (X*)x and conversely. We shall make tacit use of this phenomenon
throughout this paper in that we shall in general make only one of each pair
of dual definitions explicitly. For instance we shall define a "boundedly
closed" subspace of an X* in a certain way and then without further ado
speak of boundedly closed linear systems. Furthermore we shall often find it
convenient to use both of the equivalent statements "Xl is boundedly closed"
and "L is boundedly closed" in the course of the same discussion without explicitly reminding the reader that they mean exactly the same thing.
The problem of classifying completely the subspaces of any but the most
trivial linear systems and the problem of classifying completely all linear
systems, including as they do the corresponding
problems for normed linear
spaces, appear to be hopelessly difficult. In this paper we shall be concerned
rather with the less ambitious project of singling out certain broad classes of
linear systems and subspaces of linear systems which seem to us to be important and of finding out what we can about the relationships existing, first
between the various classes as classes, and second between the individual
members of each class, paying particular attention to questions of the following form: if a linear system (subspace of a linear system) has a certain property and a certain operation is performed upon the system (subspace) does
the result continue to have this property? Some of the results obtained have
applications to the theory of normed linear spaces and these are indicated
where they occur. There are more extensive applications
to the theory of
convex topological linear spaces. These will be presented in another paper a
summary of which has already been published [18],
In greater detail the contents of the present paper are as follows. Chapter I
contains some introductory
matter on abstract linear spaces and linear functional. In Chapter II the notion of linear system is introduced and some elementary definitions and theorems are presented. Most of the general theory
of linear systems is developed in Chapters III through VI. The two principal
notions involved are those of closed subspace and bounded subset. In Chap-
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ter III various theorems about closed subspaces which are needed in subsequent chapters are proved and a detailed discussion of the modularity relation
in the lattice of all closed subspaces of a linear system is given. Chapters IV,
V, and VI concern themselves with various notions arising out of the notion of
bounded set. It turns out that different linear systems defined on the same
linear space may have the same bounded subsets. Chapter IV is concerned
with the relationship of these to a certain maximal one called the bounded
closure of the others and also with a certain very closely related convergence
notion. In Chapter V linear systems are classified according to the natures of
their families of bounded subsets and the various kinds of linear systems so
introduced are studied in some detail. Chapter VI is concerned with a notion
of uniform boundedness obtained by comparing the boundedness in a linear
system with that in its "conjugate system." In the seventh and last chapter
the results of the earlier chapters are applied to obtain information
about
norm sets. The paper is concluded with a list of unsolved problems.
The problems which we treat do not seem to have been studied to any
great extent by other authors. Boas and Tukey in [4] and Fichtenholz in [6]
have considered the question "When is an L in an X* a norm set?" and have
obtained some results distinct from ours and in rather a different spirit. Also
in an as yet unpublished work on topological linear spaces N. Bourbaki in introducing what he calls the "weak duality" between such spaces uses a notion
essentially equivalent to our linear system which, however, he does not study
in any detail. Finally in [l] Arnold explicitly introduces
the notion of a
linear space with a distinguished
family of linear functionals but confines himself to a study of the ring of all "bounded" linear operators on such a space.
On the other hand we are indebted to a large majority of the writers on linear
spaces for the ideas we have obtained from reading their treatments
of other
problems. In this connection we should like to mention particularly
a paper
of G. Sirvint [22] which had considerable influence on our Chapter VI.

Chapter

I. Preliminaries

1. Abstract linear spaces and their subspaces. By a linear space we shall
always mean a real linear space, and by a subspace of a linear space a subset
which is closed under the two linear space operations. A subset of a linear
space whose elements are linearly independent
and which is properly contained in no other subset with this property we shall call a Hamel basis. It
is an immediate consequence of a form of a lemma of Zorn(2) that every linear
space admits a Hamel basis(3). It has been shown by Löwig [15] that any two
(2) See [24, p. 7].
(3) This is stated but not proved by Banach [2, p. 231 ] and others. However the proof
given by Hamel [7 ] for the case of the real number system regarded as a linear space over the
rationals generalizes at once.
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Hamel bases for the same linear space have the same cardinal number. This
cardinal numer we shall call the dimension^) of the space. It is clear that if
{<pa\ is a Hamel basis for a linear space X then every element x oi X has a
unique

representation

of the

form:

x = cai<bai-\-cai<i>ai-\- • ■ ■ +can<pa„ where

each cai is a real number. Thus if X has dimension fc<and 5 is any set of elements of cardinal
then X is isomorphic in the sense of abstract algebra
to the linear space J of all real valued functions on 5 which vanish on all
but a finite number of points of S. It follows at once that two linear spaces
are isomorphic if and only if they have the same dimension. Since the space J
may be defined for any set S and obviously has the cardinal of 5 for its dimension it is clear that there exists a linear space of every dimension. In other
words there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between abstract linear
spaces and cardinal numbers. Inasmuch as practically all of the commonly
studied topological linear spaces, linear lattices, and so on have the same
dimension, namely C, it is clear that they may be regarded as having been
obtained from a single abstract linear space by introducing different topologies, different partial orderings, and so on.
Let M be a subspace of the linear space X. The method used to prove the
existence of a Hamel basis may be used equally well to show that any Hamel
basis for M is contained in one for X. It follows at once that there exists a

subspace N of X such that MC\N = Q and(6) M+N = X. We call N a complement of M. It is clear that N is unique only if M = 0 or M = X but since N
is obviously isomorphic to the quotient space X/M it follows that all complements of M have the same dimension. We call this dimension the deficiency
of M. It is clear that the sum of the dimension and the deficiency of M is
the dimension of X and that given any two cardinal numbers N i and N 2 whose
sum is the dimension of X there exists a subspace of X whose dimension and
deficiency are Hi and K2 respectively.
Finally it is clear that a subspace is
completely characterized
by its dimension and deficiency in the sense that
if M and N are subspaces with the same dimension and the same deficiency
then there is an automorphism
of X under which the map of M is N.
2. Linear functionals. By a linear functional(6) on a linear space X we
shall always mean a real valued function I defined throughout
X such that
l(Kx+py) =\l(x) +ul(y) whenever x and y are in X and X and ju are real numbers. If {<j>a}is any Hamel basis for X and / is any real valued function
defined on {<f>a}it is obvious that there is a unique linear functional I on X
such that /(</>„)=/(<£„) for all a and hence that linear functionals
on X exist
(4) This is what Löwig calls the affine dimension.
(6) By M-\-N we mean the smallest subspace containing M and N. Moreover if A is an arbitrary subset of a linear space then by A + we mean the smallest subspace containing A. We

call A -J- the linear span of A.
(6) Our use of the word linear differs from that of many writers in that it has no topological
implications.
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in great abundance.
Furthermore
if addition and multiplication
by reals are
denned for linear functionals in the obvious fashion it is readily verified that
the family of all linear functionals on X is itself a linear space. We shall call
this space the conjugate of X and denote it by X*. If Iis a member of X* it
is obvious that the set of all x in X such that l(x) =0 is a subspace. We shall
call it the null space of I. If / is not identically zero it is readily verified that
its null space has deficiency one.

3. The dimensions of some particular linear spaces. Löwig [15 ] has shown
that whenever X is a linear space with more than C elements then its dimension
is equal to the number of its elements. If we use this theorem or the following,
the dimensions of all the common linear spaces may be computed without

difficulty.
Theorem 1-1. If X is a nonfinite-dimensional
then the dimension of X is at least C.

complete normed linear space

Proof. Let h be a nonzero continuous linear functional defined on X and
let Mi be its null space. Let xi be any element of X —Mi such that
= 1.
Let h be a nonzero continuous
linear functional
defined on Mi and let M2
be the null space of l2. Let x2 be any element of Mi —M2 such that ||;t2|| = 1/2.
Continuing this process by induction it is clear that one may define a sequence
of elements of X, xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ , such that for each n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , \\xn\\ =1/2"
and xn+i, xn+2, ■ ■ • are all contained in a closed subspace of X which excludes
LetXi, X2, • • • be an arbitrary bounded sequence of real
numbers. It is clear that Xi*i, \ixx+X2X2, XiXi-r-X2a:2-|-X3^3,• • • is a convergent sequence of members of X and accordingly, since X is complete, has a
limit in X. The mapping from the linear space of bounded sequences into X
defined in this manner obviously
preserves linear combinations.
Furthermore if X1X1+X2X2+ • • • =0 for any bounded sequence Xi, X2, ■ • ■ then
Xi5Ci= —\2x2— X3X3—• • • and since x2, x3, ■ • • are contained
in a closed
subspace excluding x\, Xi must be zero. By the same argument X2 must be
zero and continuation
by induction leads to a proof that Xi, X2, • • • is the
null sequence. Hence the mapping is one-to-one and is accordingly
an isomorphism. Thus the dimension of X is at least as great as that of the space
of bounded sequences. But the sequences /, t2, tz, ■ • ■ where 0</<l
are
clearly linearly independent. Hence the dimension of X is at least C.
The reader may now readily verify the following statements.
The dimension of a separable complete normed linear space is either finite or C. If S is
a set of cardinal
, S is the linear space of all real valued functions on S,
and 43 is the linear space of all bounded real valued functions on S, then S
and 33 are isomorphic and their common dimension is
or 2N according as ^
is finite or infinite. If X is a linear space of dimension N then the dimension
of X* is N or 2N according as t$ is finite or infinite.
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systems

1. Fundamental
definitions. By a linear system we shall mean a linear
space together with a distinguished subspace of its conjugate space. If X is
a linear space and L is a subspace of X* the symbol Xr, will denote the linear
system defined on X by distinguishing
L. If X and F are two linear spaces
and T is a linear transformation
from X into Fthen for each linear functional
/ in F* the function / defined on X such that l(x) =f(T(x)) for all x in X is a
member of X* which we shall denote by F*(/). If L and M are subspaces of
X* and F* respectively then T will be said to. be a homomorphism of the linear

system Xl into the linear system YMif F*(Af)CZ.

If in addition F(X) = F,

T*(M) =L, and F is one-to-one, F will be said to be an isomorphism. If an
isomorphism exists Xl and Ym will be said to be isomorphic. It is clear that
the relationship
of isomorphism
is reflexive symmetric
and transitive.
An
isomorphism of a linear system with itself will be called an automorphism.
If Xl is a linear system and F is a subspace of X then every member
of X* has associated with it the member of F* which coincides with it
throughout
F. The linear system Yl obtained from F by distinguishing
the members of F* associated with members of L in this fashion will be
called a subsystem of Xl. Similarly every member of X* which vanishes
throughout
F has associated with it a member of (X/Y)*. The linear system XL/Y obtained from X/Y by distinguishing
the members of (X/Y)*
associated with members of L in this manner will be called the quotient system
of Xl mod F. It is clear that the natural mapping of X onto X/Y is a homomorphism of XL onto the quotient system of Xl mod F. Let XL and Ym be
two linear systems. Let Z be the set of all pairs x, y with *£X and y£ Y
converted into a linear space in the obvious fashion. For each pair I, m where
IG.L and m(EM there is a unique member / of Z* such that/(x,
0) =/(*) for
all x in X and/(0, y) = m(y) for all y in F. The set of all such linear functionals
is a subspace N of Z*. We shall call the linear system Zn the direct union of Xi

and Ym and denote it by Xr,© Fjf.
If XL is a linear system and x£X the function fx such that/*(/)
=/(:*:)
for all / in L is easily seen to be a member of L* and the set of all such members to be a subspace. The linear system obtained from L by distinguishing
these members of L* will be called the conjugate of Xl and will be denoted
by the symbol X£, or if no confusion can arise sometimes by the symbol LxThe mapping x—>fx is a linear mapping of X onto the linear space underlying X£°. It is readily verified that this mapping is a homomorphism
of XL
onto Xl° and that if in particular /x = 0 implies that x = 0 then it is an isomorphism. Now /i = 0 implies x = 0 if and only if l(x) =0 for all I'm L implies
x = Q; that is, if and only if L is what Banach calls a total subspace of X* [2,
p. 42]. Whenever L is total we shall say that XL is a regular linear system.
Since it is obvious that the conjugate of any linear system is regular it follows
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from the above that Xl° and XL are isomorphic if and only if Xl is regular.
In any case we shall refer to X\° as the regularization of XL. It is clear that
any linear system is isomorphic to the direct union of its regularization with
a linear system with only the zero functional distinguished.
We shall not always maintain the logical distinction between XL and X™ but shall often
regard members of X as identical with the functionals which they define.
In this sense, when XL is regular, XL and XL° are identical and XL and X£
are mutually conjugate linear systems.

2. Automorphisms and isomorphisms. In this section we state three elementary theorems about automorphisms and isomorphisms of linear systems.
The proofs of two of these depend upon the following lemma whose truth is
an immediate consequence of the definitions concerned. The proof of the
third depends upon some notions to be developed in the next chapter and will

be deferred.
Lemma. Let Xl and Ym be regular linear systems, let T be a homomorphism
of Xl into Ym, and let T* be the function on M to L introduced in defining
homomorphism. Then T* is a homomorphism of YM into XL and T is an isomorphism if and only if T* is an isomorphism.
Theorem
H-l. If Xl and Ym are regular linear systems then XL and Ym
are isomorphic if and only if X% and YM are isomorphic.

Proof. If T is an isomorphism between XL and Ym then by the lemma T*
is an isomorphism between X£ and Yu. If X°L and Y% are isomorphic then
by the first part of the theorem so are X°L° and Y%. But X°L° and
are
isomorphic to XL and YM respectively.

Theorem II-2. If X is a linear space and L and M are subspaces of X*
then Xl and Xm are isomorphic linear systems if and only if there exists an automorphism of the linear system (X*)x under which the map of M is L.
Proof. Let F be an isomorphism between XL and Xm. T is then an automorphism of the linear space X and clearly also of the linear system Xx>By the lemma T* is then an automorphism
of (X*)x. By the definition of
isomorphism
T*(M)=L.
Conversely suppose that there exists an automorphism T of (X*)x such that T(M)=L.
T* is then an automorphism
of X
which is clearly an isomorphism between XL and XM-

Theorem 11-3. Let Xl be a regular linear system and let
yi»y2, • • • , yn be two sets of n linearly independent elements of X, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ .
Then there exists an automorphism
T of Xl such that T(xi) = yifor each i — \,

2, ■ • ■ , n.
In particular
Theorem 11-3 says that the group of automorphisms
of a
regular linear system is transitive on the nonzero elements. This fact applied
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to the linear system (X*)x has the interesting consequence that the only
linear systems which may be defined on an abstract linear space by an expression of the form UL consists of all members of X* which have such and such a
property" are Xx« and Xo (where 0 is the zero-dimensional
subspace of X*).
To define other linear systems on such a space one must somewhere use an
expression like "let such and such be an arbitrary such and such."

3. The linear system of a normed linear space. Let X be a linear space.
Each norm in X defines a topology with respect to which the members of a
certain subspace L of X* become continuous. We shall call XL the linear system associated with the corresponding
normed linear space or simply the
linear system of the normed linear space. The following slight generalization
of a theorem due to Fichtenholz
[6] enables us to establish the connection
between normed linear spaces and their linear systems referred to in the introduction.
Theorem 11-4. If X and Y are normed linear spaces, Xl and Ym are their
linear systems, and T is a linear transformation from X into Y, then T is continuous if and only if T is a homomorphism from Xl into YmProof. If T is continuous and m is any member of M it is clear that
m(T{x)) is a continuous function of x. In other words T*(m) is in L and F
is a homomorphism.
Conversely suppose that T is a homomorphism
and that

4) where #„£X

for « = 1, 2, ■ • • . Let \yn],

n = l, 2,

be a se-

quence of positive real numbers such that 7„—»0 and {||:c/7n||}
is bounded.
Let m be an arbitrary member of M and let T*(m) = /. Then {| m(T(xn/yn))
| }
= {I l(xn/yn) I } and is bounded since I is in L. Hence by a well known theorem(7) on normed linear spaces {|| F(a:n/7n)||} is bounded. It follows at once
that || F(#n)||—>0 and hence that Fis continuous.
When X and F are built on the same abstract linear space and F is the
identity, this theorem reduces to that of Fichtenholz.
It follows in particular
that two norms in the same space X give the same topology if and only if
the same members of X* are continuous with respect to both and the following is an immediate corollary.

Theorem
II-5. If X and Y are normed linear spaces and XL and YM are
their linear systems then X and Y are isomorphic as normed linear spaces if
and only if XL and Ym are isomorphic linear systems.
On the basis of Theorem 11-5 and well known properties of normed linear
spaces the following may be established. The proof is left to the reader.
Theorem

11-6. If X and Y are normed linear spaces and XL and YM are

C) Theoreme 6 on page 80 of [2]. In proving this theorem only the completeness of the
conjugate space is used and as is well known the conjugate of any normed linear space is com-

plete.
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their linear systems then the linear system of the direct product of X and Y is
isomorphic to Xt, ® Ym. If Z is a subspace of X then the linear system of Z as
a normed linear space is isomorphic to the linear system ZL and if Z is closed
the linear system of the quotient space X/Z- is isomorphic to the linear system

XL/Z.
On the other hand it is not in general true that the linear system of the
conjugate of a normed linear space is isomorphic to the conjugate of the
linear system of the space. As a matter of fact these two linear systems are
isomorphic if and only if the normed linear space is reflexive. We observe
also that every normed linear space, reflexive or not, has a regular linear
system.

Chapter

III. Closed

linear

subspaces

1. The operation ' and the closure of a subspace. Let XL be a linear system. If M denotes a subspace of X (L), M' will be used to denote the set of all
I in L (x in X) such that l(x) = 0 for all x (1) in M. It is clear that M' is always
a subspace, that M"^>M and that whenever Mi and M2 are subspaces with

MiQMz
(M")'

M=M"

then

= M"'QM'.

M{^M{.

Thus

In other

M"' = (M')"^M'

words

M"' = M'

and

and

since M"^Mr

we conclude^)

that

if and only if M is of the form A7'. If M is a subspace of X, M"'

will be called the closure of M. It is easy to see that if M is a subspace of Lthen M" is the closure of M relative to the linear system X\. If M=M",
M will be said to be closed. It is clear that in any case M" is closed and is
contained in every closed subspace which contains M; that is, is the smallest
closed subspace which contains M.

Theorem III-l. If {Ma} is a family of closed subspaces of a linear system
XL then JJ_Ma is also closed. If M is a closed subspace of XL and N is a finitedimensional subspace of X then M+N is closed.

Proof. Since ljMaQMa,

(JlMa)"QMa"

=Ma. Hence &jMa)"czJlMa

and so (Y\_Ma)" =Y[Ma. To prove the second statement
it is clearly sufficient to show that if M is closed and x is not in M then M+x is closed.
Since x is not in M", there exists I in M' with l(x) = l. For each I in M',
l(x)—l(x)l(x)=l(x)
—l(x)=0 so that l —l(x)l is in (M+x)'.
Hence for each

y in (M+x)",
l(y) —l(x)l(y) = 0. In other words if y is in (M+x)"
then
l(y —l(y)x) =0 for all I in M' so that y —l(y)x is in M" = M and y is in M+x.
Since the closure of the 0-dimensional
has the following corollary.

Corollary.
All the finite-dimensional
if Xl is regular.
2. The lattice of a linear system.
(8) Cf. [3, p. 24] for an abstract

subspace

of X is L' this theorem

subspaces of XL are closed if and only

It follows from the remarks of the pre-

discussion of this sort of argument.
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ceding section that the closed subspaces of a linear system XL form a complete lattice under partial ordering by inclusion. We call this the lattice of
the system. It follows also that the operation ' sets up a one-to-one inclusion
inverting correspondence
between the closed subspaces of X l and the closed
subspaces of X£. In other words it sets up an anti-isomorphism
[3, p. 8] be-

tween the lattice of XL and that of X\.
If
is any lattice which has a largest element I and a smallest element 0 we shall call a system of elements xi, x?, ■ ■ ■ , #„_i such that
Xi>Xi>
■ ■ ■ >#„_i>0
a chain of length n joining x\ to 0 and a system
such that Xi <x2 < • ■ • <*„-i <I a chain of length n joining xi to I. It follows
from Theorem III-l that if M is an element of the lattice of a linear system
then the chains joining M to I (to 0) are bounded in length if and only if M
has finite deficiency (is finite-dimensional)
and moreover that the upper
bound, if it exists, is the deficiency (dimension) of M. Since an anti-automorphism associates chains to I with chains to 0 and vice versa the truth of the
following theorem is now apparent.
Theorem
111-2. If XL is a linear system and n is a positive integer then for
every n-dimensional
closed subspace of Xl, M' has deficiency n in L and for
every closed subspace of XL of deficiency n, M' is n-dimensional.

3. Characterization
of a linear system by its lattice. It is a corollary of
Theorem III-2 that a subspace of a linear space has deficiency one if and
only if it is the null space of a nonzero linear functional, that this linear functional is unique up to a numerical factor, and that if we are dealing with a
linear system the subspace is closed if and only if the linear functionals are
distinguished.
Thus the distinguished
linear functionals
are determined
as
soon as the closed subspaces of deficiency one are known. In particular,
two
linear systems constructed
on the same linear space are identical if and only
if they have the same closed subspaces. Accordingly a linear system may be
alternatively
regarded as an abstract linear space certain of the subspaces of
which have been designated as closed. As the reader may readily verify a
family J of subspaces of a linear space X is the family of closed subspaces
relative to some linear system constructed
on X if and only if it has the following properties:
(a) If {M„} is a set of members of J then H^<« is a member
of J. (b) If if is in J and x is in X then M+x is in J. (c) Every M in J is an
intersection of members of J which have deficiency one.
Actually the closed subspaces of a linear system determine the system in
a much stronger sense, as the following theorem shows.
Theorem
III-3. If Xl and YM are two linear systems and jQ^ and jQp are
their respective lattices then Xl and Ym have isomorphic regularizations if and
only if
and .£2 are isomorphic as abstract lattices.
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Proof. If XL and YM have isomorphic regularizations
they have isomorphic conjugates. Hence the duals of their respective lattices are isomorphic
and hence these lattices are isomorphic. Thus we have proved half of the
theorem and in the other half may suppose that Xl and YM are regular. Let
there be an isomorphism between J^i and J^. It follows from the remarks
concerning chains made in the preceding section that this isomorphism sets
up a one-to-one dimension preserving correspondence
between the finitedimensional subspaces of X and Y respectively. Hence it sets up a one-to-one
linear independence
preserving correspondence
between their one-dimensional subspaces. Now if X and Y are finite-dimensional
the theorem is an
obvious consequence of the fact that all finite-dimensional
subspaces of a
regular linear system are closed. Hence we may suppose that X and Y are
not less than three-dimensional
and, applying Lemma A of [16], deduce the
existence of a linear transformation
T from all of X onto all of Y which gives
the same correspondence between one-dimensional
subspaces as that set up
by the lattice isomorphism. It is clear that if Xx is any closed subspace of Xr.
then T(X{) is the closed subspace of Ym which corresponds to X under the
lattice isomorphism. Thus in particular T sets up a one-to-one correspondence
between the closed subspaces of XL of deficiency one and the closed subspaces
of Ym of deficiency one. Hence by the remarks at the beginning of this section
T must set up an isomorphism between Xl and YmAs will appear below, a subspace of a normed linear space is topologically
closed if and only if it is a closed subspace of the linear system of the space.
Thus the theorem of [16] to the effect that a normed linear space is determined to within isomorphism by its lattice of closed subspaces is a corollary
of Theorems II-5 and III-3. The other two theorems of [16] have similar
generalizations
to linear systems, the group theorem in particular taking on
a slightly simpler form. As we shall not need to make use of them and as
their proofs are somewhat involved and do not differ essentially from those
of their specializations to normed linear spaces we shall confine ourselves to
their statements.

Theorem(9) III-4. Let XL and YM be regular linear systems. Let <f\.ibe the
ring of all homomorphisms of XL into itself and let 'Rj be the corresponding ring
for Ym. Then XL and YM are isomorphic linear systems if and only if %± and
are isomorphic as abstract rings.
Theorem
III-5. Let Xl and Ym be regular linear systems. Let
be the
group of automorphisms of XL and let Qi be that of Ym. Then Qi and Qi are
isomorphic as abstract groups if and only if XL is isomorphic either to Ym or

to Y°u.
4. Modularity

in the lattice of a linear system. Let ^ be a lattice.

(9) The corresponding

theorem for complete normed linear spaces is due to Eidelheit

is
[5].
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said to be modular if whenever a^c the following equality holds: * (a{Jb)r\c
= aU(br\c).
In any case Wilcox [28] calls the ordered pair b, c modular if *
holds for all a with a^c. Dualizing Wilcox's definition we shall call the
ordered pair a, b d-modular if * holds for all c with a^c. It is clear that
an ordered pair of elements is modular (d-modular) if and only if the corresponding pair in the dual of £ is d-modular (modular) and that the following
statements
about
are equivalent:
(1)
is modular. (2) Every ordered pair
in £ is modular. (3) Every ordered pair in
is d-modular. On the other hand,
as will appear below, it is not in general true that modularity and d-modularity are equivalent.

Theorem 111-6. Let XLbea linear system and let be its lattice. If M and N
■are members of
then M, N is a d-modular pair if and only if M+N is closed.
Proof. Suppose

that

M+N

is closed and that

K is any member

of

with MQK. Let x be any member of X with * E(MU7V)fYK". Then since
x£EMVJN = M+N, x = m+n where ra£Af and «(E/V. But x£K and
mEMQK.
Hence nGK. Hence n<=K(~\N. Thus xEM+(Nr\K)CM
\J(Nt~\K).

In other words (MyJN)r\KQM\J(Nr\K)

and since the reverse

inequality
holds in any lattice M, N is a ri-modular pair. Conversely suppose that M, N is a <f-modular pair and that M+N is not closed. Let x be
an element of X in MKJN and not in M+N.
Then K = M+x is in £ and

properly contains M. Hence {M\JN)r\K

= MKJ(Nr\K).

Now since x£.MUN

the left-hand side reduces to K. On the other hand if x£NC\K
then x = m+\x
where m£ilf
and x(E.N. Hence \x = x —m£M+N
so that X = 0. In other
words x(E.M. Thus the right-hand side reduces to M and since K properly
contains M this is a contradiction.

Corollary
1. The lattice of a linear system is modular if and only if whenever M and N are closed subspaces of the system then M+N is also closed.
Corollary
2. If XLis a linear system such that M+N is a closed subspace
whenever M and N are, then the conjugate system also has this property.
Proof. Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1 and the fact from lattice
theory that the dual of a modular lattice is modular.

Corollary
3. If X is a linear space and M and N are closed subspaces of
the linear system (X*)x then M+N is also closed.
Corollary
of d-modularity

4. In the lattice of closed subspaces of a linear system the relation
is symmetric.

The relation of modularity
itself may also be interpreted
for the lattice
of a linear system but not quite so readily. It is first necessary to introduce
some further notions. Let T be a homomorphism
of the linear system XL into
a linear system Ym. Let N be the null space of T and let H be the natural
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mapping of X onto the quotient space X/N. Finally let T' be the unique
linear transformation
fron X/N onto F such that T'(H(x)) = T(x) for all x
in X. Then T' is one-to-one from X/N onto the range R of F and, as is easily
verified, is a homomorphism of the quotient system of Xl mod N onto the
subsystem R of Ym- Following the terminology used in the theory of topological groups we shall call F an open homomorphism whenever T' is an isomorphism between these two linear systems. Now let M and N be two closed
subspaces of Xl. It is readily verified, that the mapping m, n—>m+n of the
linear system Ml®Nl
onto the linear system (M+N)l
is a homomorphism
which, as will appear below, may not be open. Whenever it is not open we
shall say that M and N are tangent. The property of being not tangent is the
important one. The following lemma enables us to describe it directly in terms
of the relationship between M, N and L.

Lemma. M and N are not tangent if and only if whenever h and k are members of L such that h(x) = h(x) for all x in MC\N then there exists an I in L such

that l(x) =h(x) for all x in M and l(x) =h{x) for all x in N.
Proof. Let H designate the homomorphism
of ML®NL onto (M-\-N)L
described above. It follows at once from the definitions concerned that H
is open if and only if for every distinguished
linear functional/
on ML®NL
which vanishes on the null space of H there exists I in L such that f(x)
= l(H(x)) for all x in ML®NL. Now the null space of H is the set of all pairs
z, —z with z€zMC\N and / is distinguished if and only if there exists h and h
in L such that f(m, n) =h(m)-\-h(n)
for all m in M and n in N. Such an /
vanishes on z, —z if and only if li(z) =h(z). Thus H is open if and only if
whenever h and k are members of L such that h(z) = h(z) for all z in MC\N
then there exists I'm L such that l(m+n) =h(m)+k(n)
whenever w£ Af and
wGTY or, what amounts to the same thing, l(m)=h(m)
for all m in M and
l(n) = h(n) for all n in N. But this is what was to be proved.
We are now in a position to give the promised interpretation
of modularity.

Theorem II1-7. Let XL be a linear system and letJ^be its lattice. If M and N
are members of £ then M, N is a modular pair if and only if M and N are not
tangent.
Proof. Suppose that M and N are not tangent and that /i£L vanishes
on Mf\N. Applying the lemma to h and 0 we conclude that there exists I

in L such that l(x) =h(x) for all x in M and l(x) =0 for all x in 7Y.Writing
h = {h —l)+l

we see that

l(MC\N)=0

then IGM'+N'.

h^M'

+ N'.

Suppose

conversely

that

whenever

Let h and h be members of L such that

h(x)=h(x) for all x in MC\N. Then h-h=h+h

where hEM' and /46^'.

Hence h —l»= h+h- Let l = h—l3= h+lt. Then l(x)=h(x)

for all x in M and
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l(x) = h{x) for all x in N. In other words the condition of the lemma is satisfied
and M and N are not tangent. Thus M and N are not tangent if and only if

(Mr\N)' = M''+N'. Now by elementary lattice theory (Mr\N)' = M'\JN'.
Furthermore M'\JN'= M*+N' if and only if M'+N' is closed; that is, if
and only if M', N' is a d-modular pair. But as we have already pointed out
M' and N' are d-modular if and only if M and N are modular. This completes
the proof of the theorem.

Corollary
1. The lattice of a linear system is modular if and only if there
are no two closed subspaces of the system which are tangent.

Corollary
2. In the lattice of closed subspaces of a linear system the relation of modularity is symmetric.
Although modularity and d-modularity
are not equivalent^0),
even in the
lattice of a linear system, there are two slightly stronger notions which are
equivalent in such a lattice. Let J, K, M and N be closed subspaces of a linear
system Xl such that J'^MQK
and M/J and K/M are one-dimensional.

Then if M + Nis closed, K+N = (M+x)+N=

(M+N)+x

is closed by virtue

of Theorem III-l. In other words, whenever M, N is a d-modular pair so is
K, N. Similarly whenever M, N is a modular pair so is J, N. In fact if M, N
is modular then M', N' is d-modular and J'/M'
is one-dimensional.
Hence
by the above argument J', N' is d-modular so that J, N must be modular.
On the other hand it is not in general true that the d-modularity
of J, N follows from that of M, N or that the modularity of K, N follows from that of
M, N. Accordingly we make the following definitions. If M, N is a modular
pair of closed subspaces and for each closed subspace K such that MQK
and K/M is one-dimensional K, N is also a modular pair, we shall say that
M, N is a stable modular pair. If M, N is a d-modular pair of closed subspaces
and for each closed subspace / such that JQM and M/J is one-dimensional
J, N is also a d-modular pair, we shall say that M, N is a stable <i-modular
pair. It is clear that M, N is a stable modular (d-modular)
pair if and only
if M', N' is a stable <i-modular (modular) pair.

Theorem
III-8. Let Xl be a linear system and let M and N be members
of the lattice £ of Xl- Then the following statements about M and N are equivalent. (1) M, N is a stable modular pair. (2) M, N is a stable d-modular pair.
(3) M, TVis both a modular pair and a d-modular pair.
Proof, (a) (3) implies (1). Suppose that (3) holds and that K is any member of £ such that MQK and K/M is one-dimensional.
We shall show that

K, N is modular, specifically that (Kr\N)'QK'+N'
is a stable modular

and hence that M, N

pair. Let I be any member of (KfMV)'.

(10) This together with our other negative
by examples in §6 of this chapter.

statements

about

Then / is a member

modularity

will be verified
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of (MH\N)' and hence, since M, N is modular, of M'+N'.

where kEM' and hEN'. If KQM+N

Thus l = h+h

then K = M+x where xG/YPiä".

Thus l(x)=0 and k(x)=0 so that /i(x)=0. In other words hEK' so that
IEK'+N'.
If on the other hand Kr\(M+N)AK
then K = M+x where
x £Af-f-N.

Since

A7is a <i-modular pair, M+N

in L such that h(M+N)

and k+hEN'.

is closed and there exists 1$

= 0 and /3(*)=/i(*) and hence such that h —hEK'

Since l = h+l2 = (h-h) + (l2+l3) it follows that /GüT'+TY'.

Thus in any case (XAA^'CX'-j-A7''
and this is what was to be proved.
(b) (1) implies (3). Suppose that (1) holds. Let x be any member

of

MKJN which is not in M. Then since MCM+x
and M+x, N is modular
we have (MVJN)r\(M+x) = M\J(NC~\(M+ x)) or, since M + xQMKJN,

M+x = MVJ{Nr\{M+x)). It follows then that M\J(NC\(M+x))
hence that there exists m in M so that m + xEN.

words M^JNQM+N

so that M+N

Thus xEM+N.

AM and
In other

is closed and M, N is d-modular as well

as modular.
(c) (2) and (3) are equivalent.
M, N satisfies (3) if and only if M', N'
satisfies (3). By (a) and (b), M', N' satisfies (3) if and only if M', N' satisfies

(1). But M', N' satisfies (1) if and only if M, N satisfies (2). Thus (2) and (3)
are equivalent

and the proof of the theorem

is complete.

Corollary.
M, N is a stable modular (d-modular) pair if and only if
whenever Mi and Ni are "near" to M and N in the sense that M/(MC\Mx),

Mi/{Mr\Mi),

N/{NH\Ni),

and Ni/(NC\Ni)

are all finite-dimensional then

M\, Ni is a modular (d-modular) pair.
The notion of nontangency
or modularity for pairs of closed subspaces is
particularly interesting in the case in which they are disjoint(u).
For reasons
which will become clear in §6 we say that two closed subspaces which are
disjoint and nontangent
are completely disjoint. It follows easily from the
theory developed above that if M and N are closed subspaces of the linear
system XL then M and N are nontangent
if and only if the maps of M and N
under the natural homomorphism
of XL on XL/(MC\N)
are completely disjoint. Thus the notion of complete disjointness
may be used instead of that
of nontangency
in interpreting
modularity.
The following theorem which will be of use in what follows is an easy consequence of the definitions concerned. We leave the proof to the reader.

Theorem
111-9. Let M and N be disjoint closed
linear system X l- Then the following statements about
(1) M and N are completely disjoint. (2) If Ti is an
of ML into itself and F2 is an arbitrary homomorphism

subspaces of uhe regular
M and N are equivalent:
arbitrary homomorphism
of NL into itself then the

(u) We say that two subspaces of a linear space are disjoint if they are as near to being
disjoint in the set theoretic sense as possible; that is, if their intersection is the zero element.
It is clear that disjoint closed subspaces can exist only in regular linear systems.
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linear transformation T of M+N into itself which
on N with F2 is a homomorphism of {M+N) l into
real numbers Xi and X2 such that the unique linear
into itself which is Xi times the identity in M and
a homomorphism of (M+N) l into itself.

5. Further

theorems

on automorphisms.

coincides on M with
itself. (3) There exist
transformation T of
X2 times the identity

We are now in a position to

prove Theorem II-3 and to present some theorems about automorphisms
whose statements depend upon the notion of closure. We begin by doing the
former.

Proof of Theorem II-3. Let M=xi+x2+

• ■ • +xn+yi+y2+

• • • +yn- By

Theorem III-2, M' has finite deficiency in L. Let N be any complement
of M'. Then N is finite-dimensional
and hence closed. Since Mf'+N = L

= M'\JN,

M"nN'=L'

If is finite-dimensional

= 0 and since MT\N=0,
M" = M and M'+M

M"\JN'=X.

But since

is closed. Hence MC\N' = 0 and

M+N' = X. Since M'+N = M'\JN,
M and N' are modular and hence completely disjoint. Thus if Ti is any automorphism
of ML and T is the unique
linear transformation
on X coinciding on M with Fi and on N' with the identity it follows from Theorem III-9 that T is an automorphism
of Xi. Accordingly it is sufficient to prove the theorem for the finite-dimensional
linear
system Ml- But in a finite-dimensional
regular linear system, since all subspaces are closed, all linear functionals are distinguished.
Thus every automorphism of M as a linear space is also an automorphism
of Ml. Since the
truth of the theorem for linear space automorphisms
is well known the proof
is now complete.

Theorem 111-10. Let XLbe a regular linear system and let n be a positive
integer. Then if M and N are both n-dimensional subspaces of XL or are both
closed subspaces of XLof deficiency n there exists an automorphism T of XL such

that T(M)=N.
Proof. When M and N are both finite-dimensional
the theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem II-3. When M and N are closed and have deficiency n then, by Theorem III-2, M' and N' are both w-dimensional. Hence
by the first part of this theorem there exists an automorphism
Ti of XI such

that T1(N') = M'. It follows from the lemma preceding Theorem II-l that
T=T? is an automorphism
of XL. Furthermore
each of the following statements is clearly equivalent to its predecessor: a; is in M. l(x) =0 for all / in M'.

Ti(l)(x) =0 for all I in N'. l(T(x))=0 for all I in N'. T(x) is in N" = N. Thus
T(M) = N and the proof is complete.
Corollary
1. If XL is a regular linear system, n is a positive integer, and
M and N are closed subsystems having deficiency n then ML and NL are isomorphic linear systems.
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Corollary
2. Let Xl be a regular linear system. Then the following statements about Xl are equivalent, (a) There exists a closed subspace M of XL of
deficiency one such that Ml and XL are isomorphic linear systems, (b) XL is
isomorphic to its direct union with a one-dimensional regular linear system.
(c) If M is any closed subspace of XL with finite deficiency then ML and XL
are isomorphic linear systems, (d) Xl is isomorphic to its direct union with any
finite-dimensional
regular linear system.
We shall call a linear system
properties a stable linear system.

with any one and hence all of the above

Lemma. Let XLbea regular linear system such that both X and L have dimension K o. Then there exist Hamel bases {x„} and {/„},« = 1, 2, • ■ • , for X and L
respectively such that U(xj) = S{for i,j = 1, 2, ■ • • .
Proof(12). Let {y„} and {mn}, n —\, 2, • • • , be arbitrary Hamel bases
for X and L respectively.
We define [xn] and {/„} by induction. Let h = mi
and let *i=ym/wi(y„,)
where n\ is the first integer such that mi(yni) AO. Suppose that xi, x2, • • ■ , Xk and yi, ys, • • • , y* have been defined. If k is
odd let m be the first integer such that y„„ (£xi+X2+ ■ ■ ■ +xk and let
**+i=y»0 — (h(yno)xh+
■ ■ ■ +h(yn„)xi).
Then let ft be the first integer such
that ma(xk+i) AO and let lk+i = (ntn—(mn(xk)h + • • ■ +mfl(xi)ll))/mA(xk+1).
H
k is even let n0 be the first integer such that m„0 &li+h+
• ■ ■ +h and let
lk+i=mnl—(mno(xk)lk+
■ ■ ■ +mn„(x1)h). Then let n be the first integer such
that Z*+i(y«) AO and let xk+1= (yA— (lk(yA)xk+ ■ • • +l(y«)x1))/lk+i(yn).
It follows at once by induction that h(xj) = o< for *, j=l,
2, ■ ■ ■ , and in particular that the
and If are linearly independent.
Finally it is clear that
X=X\+x-t+
■ ■ ■ and L=h+h+
• • ■ .Thus {xn} and {/„} are Hamel bases
with the desired property and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Theorem 111-11. Let X be an & o-dimensional linear space and let M and
N be X o-dimensional subspaces of X*. Then there exists an automorphism
T
of the linear system (X*)x such that T(M) =N if and only if M' and N' have
the same dimension. Furthermore given any subspace K of X whose deficiency
is fc$othere exists an N o-dimensional subspace L of X* such that L'=K.
Proof. If T exists then, by Theorem II-2, XM and Xn are isomorphic linear systems. Hence M' and N' must have the same dimension. Suppose conversely that M' and N' have the same dimension, say a where a = 1, 2, • • - ,Ko.
Let / be a complement of M' in X. Then it is clear that XM is isomorphic to
the direct union of Jm with an a-dimensional
linear system with no nonzero
distinguished
linear functionals.
Similarly Xy is isomorphic to the direct
union of KN with an a-dimensional
linear system with no nonzero distinguished linear functionals where K is a complement of TV'. Now Km and Jm
(12)Cf. [10, p. 293].
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are regular linear systems and K, J, N, and if are all No-dimensional.
Hence
it follows at once from the above lemma that KN and Jm are isomorphic linear
systems. Thus Xn and Xm are isomorphic linear systems so that by Theorem 11-2 a T with the required properties exists. Finally let K be any subspace of X whose deficiency is N 0 and let J be a complement. Let x\, x2, ■ ■ •
be a Hamel basis for / and for each n = 1, 2, • • • let
be the unique linear
functional
on X such that ln(xj)=d„ for j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ and ln(x)=0
for all x

in K. Then L = li+h + ■■• is No-dimensional and L' = K.
Corollary.
If Xl and Ym are regular linear systems such that X, Y, L,
and M are ^^-dimensional
then XL and YM are isomorphic.
We leave the proof of the following extension
reader.

of Theorem

III-ll

to the

Theorem 111-12. Let X be an ^^-dimensional linear space, let M and N
be N o-dimensional subspaces of X* and let m and n be nonzero members of X*.
Then there exists an automorphism T of (X*)x such that T(M) —N and T(m) = n
if and only if M' and N' have the same dimension and one of the following con-

ditions holds, (a) m£M
m$I"
andn&N".
6. Connections

and n(E.N. (b) mE.M" —M and n£.N" —N. (c)

with the theory of normed

linear spaces.

Let A7-be a

normed linear space and let XL be its linear system. It follows at once from
the Hahn-Banach
extension theorem [2, p. 55] that a subspace M of X is
topologically closed if and only if it is an intersection of null spaces of members of L; that is, if and only if it is closed as a subspace of Xl- Since there
may be continuous(13) linear functionals on L not representable
by members
of X the closed (13) subspaces of L do not in general coincide with the subspaces closed as members of XI. However it is obvious from the definitions
concerned that subspaces of L closed in the latter sense are precisely what
Banach [2, p. 117] calls the regularly closed subspaces of L. Thus the closure
in linear systems includes as special cases both the ordinary topological closure in normed linear spaces and the regular closure of Banach in conjugate
spaces. The theorems of this chapter may now be interpreted
in an obvious
fashion as theorems about normed linear spaces and their closed and regularly
closed subspaces. Corollary 1 to Theorem 111-10, for example, yields the theorem that any two closed subspaces of a normed linear space which have
deficiency one are mutually isomorphic as normed linear spaces. In this connection it might be pointed out that whether or not the linear system of a
nonfinite-dimensional
normed linear space can fail to be stable does not appear to be known.
In the case of the material of §4 there are several things to be said about
(13) With respect to the usual conjugate

space norm topology.
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normed linear spaces which are not mere translations of theorems about general linear systems. We conclude this chapter with a discussion of these.

Lemma. Let X be a normed linear space, let Xl be its linear system and let
M and N be any two closed disjoint subspaces of X. Then M and N are completely disjoint subspaces of Xl if and only if there exists a positive real number
A such that whenever x is in M, y is in N, and
=1 then \\x—y\\^A.
Proof. Let E be the unique linear transformation
of M+N into itself
which coincides on M with the identity and on N with the identically zero
transformation.
By Theorem III-9, M and N are completely disjoint if and
only if £ is a homomorphism of (M+N)L into itself and by Theorem 11-4
this is the case if and only if E is continuous.
But E, being linear, is continuous if and only if there exists a positive real number 1/A such that

||P(s-y)||^(lA4)||*-y||;

that is, ||*|| g (lA4)||*-y||

for all x in M and all

y in N and this is equivalent to the condition in question.
In this form complete disjointness has. been introduced(14)

independently

by Kober [ll] and by Lorch [14], both of whom prove that if M and N are
disjoint closed subspaces of a complete normed linear space then M and N are
completely disjoint if and only if M+N is closed. In the light of the theory of
§4 and the theorem of [8] to the effect that the quotient space of a complete
normed linear space modulo a closed subspace is again complete, the theorem
of Kober and Lorch is seen to be equivalent to the following.

Theorem
111-13. In the lattice of closed subspaces of a complete normed
linear space modularity and d-modularity are equivalent.
We now show by an example that even in the linear systems of normed
linear spaces modularity and d-modularity
need not be equivalent and hence,
in particular,
that the hypothesis of completeness
in Theorem 111-13 may
not be dispensed with. Let X be any normed linear space which contains two
infinite-dimensional
completely disjoint closed subspaces M and N, for example, the direct product of any infinite-dimensional
Banach space with
itself. Let Mx and N\ be dense proper subspaces of M and N respectively

and let x and y be elements of X such that xEM —Mi and yE.N—Nx. Finally
let F be the incomplete normed linear space obtained by relativizing
the
topology of X to Mi+Nt + (x+y). It is readily verified that Mi and Ni are
closed in F but that Mi+Ni containing x+y in its closure is not. By the
lemma preceding Theorem 111-13 it is clear that Mx and Ni are completely
disjoint. Thus in the lattice of the linear system of F, Mi and A^i form a modular pair but not a d-modular pair. On the other hand, Mi + (x+y) and Ni
trivially form a d-modular pair which on account of the preceding remark
(") But not with this terminology.
the word "complete."

Kober doesn't

use any terminology

and Lorch omits
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cannot be a stable d-modular pair and hence cannot be a modular pair.
We do not know whether such pairs exist in every non-complete normed
linear space and hence we do not know whether or not the equivalence of
modularity and d-modularity
is equivalent to completeness in normed linear
spaces.
We conclude this chapter with a lemma which when combined with the
foregoing has two interesting theorems as consequences. This lemma is due
jointly to P. Erdös, S. Kakutani, and the author.

Lemma. Every infinite-dimensional normed linear space X contains two disjoint closed subspaces which are not completely disjoint.
Proof. There is clearly no loss in generality in supposing that X is separable. In this case it follows from Theoreme 4 on page 124 of [2] that there
exists a total sequence {/„} of members of L where XL is the linear system
of X. We may suppose that the /„ are linearly independent.
For each
k = l, 2, • • ■ let Ah be the intersection of the null spaces of h, k, • ■ ■ , InIt is clear that for each
2, • • • , At+i has deficiency two in At. Let Rk
be a complement of A k+i inAk and let xk and yk be linearly independent
mem-

bers of Pi such that
closure of *i4-*i4-

=|WI =1 anc*

—

<!/*• Finally let M be the

■ * ■ and let N be the closure of yi+yi-f-

• • • . Suppose

that z is any member of MC\N and that k = 1, 2, ■ • • . It follows from Theorem III-l that M=X!+x2+
■- ■
+(closure of (xk+xk+i+
• • • )) and
that N = yi+y2+ ■ • • +y*_i,+ (closure of (y*4-y*+i-r- •••))■
Thus z = CiZi
+C2X2+ ■ ■ ■ -f-c*_i**_i +x = dly1+diyi

+

■ ■ ■ +dk^1yk^1+y

where the c's and

d's are real numbers and x and y are in A k. Since the x{ and y,- are linearly inde-

pendent and (xi+x2+ • • • 4-x,fc_i+yi+y24- • • ■ +y*_i)r\4* = 0 it follows
that d = dj = 0 for i, j=l, 2, • • • , k —1 and hence that z£.Ak. In other words,
ln(z) =0 for all n — \, 2, ■ ■ ■ and since \l„} is total, x = 0. Thus M and N are
disjoint and because of the relations ||*it|| =||y*|| = 1 and ||**— yk\\ <l/k are not

completely disjoint.
Theorem
111-14. Every infinite-dimensional
normed linear space contains
two closed subspaces whose linear union is not closed(ls).
Theorem 111-15. The lattice of closed subspaces of a normed linear space is
modular if and only if the space is finite-dimensional.

Chapter

IV. Bounded closure

1. Definition and elementary

and convergence

properties of bounded closure. Let X be a

linear space and let L be a subspace of X*. If L is a norm set, that is, if XL
is the linear system of a normed linear space, then it follows from a theo('«) That such pairs of subspaces exist in complex Hilbert space has been proved by Stone

[23, p. 21].
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80] that a subset A of X is norm bounded(17) if and
1.u.d.x£a\1(x)\ < <x>.In any case we shall call an A
an L bounded subset of X or a bounded subset of Xr,.
A of X is L bounded if and only if every countable

subset of A is L bounded.
By definition every member of L transforms every L bounded subset of
X into a bounded set of real numbers. We call the set of all members of X*
which do likewise the bounded closure L of L. It is clear that ICI
and that L
is a subspace. If L = L we say that L is boundedly closed and that XL is a
boundedly closed linear system. It is obvious that norm sets are boundedly
closed and as we shall see below nonboundedly closed L's exist in great variety
whenever X is infinite-dimensional.
If L and M are subspaces of X* it is obvious that LQM implies LC.M.
It is also obvious that L and L define the same bounded sets so that L is
always boundedly closed. It follows that L may be characterized
as the
smallest boundedly closed subspace containing L and that L and M define
the same bounded sets in X if and only if L = M.
If [La\ is an arbitrary
family of boundedly closed subspaces of X* and

L = IT!*« then since, for each a, Z,<,2 Y\.La it follows that La = Za3 J^PaThus npacTTLa
so that
intersection of the members

\\La is boundedly closed. In other words the
of any family of boundedly closed subspaces of

X* is again boundedly closed.
As the reader may verify without difficulty the bounded closure (18) of the
linear system XL® Ym is isomorphic to Xj© YM so that the direct union of
two linear systems is boundedly closed if and only if each factor has this
property.

2. Bounded closure and closure.
Theorem IV-1. If X is a linear space then every closed subspace L of {X*)x
is boundedly closed. The converse is true if and only if X is finite-dimensional.
Proof. Let x be any nonzero element in X and let Lx be the set of all I
in X* such that l(x) =0. Then the set {x, 2x, 3x, ■ ■ • } is a bounded subset of
XLx while for every m in X*—Lx the set {m(x), m(2x), m(3x), • • • } is an
unbounded set of real numbers. Hence Lx is boundedly closed. Since every
closed L is an intersection of Lx's the first statement of the theorem follows.
To verify the second we observe that if X is finite-dimensional
then every
subspace of (X*)x is closed and that if X is infinite-dimensional
every norm
(») Cf. footnote 7.
(lT) More generally if Xl is the linear system of a convex topological linear space then this
statement holds with norm boundedness replaced by the notion of boundedness in general topological linear spaces introduced by Kolmogoroff [12] and von Neumann [21].
(I8) By the bounded closure of the linear system Xi, we mean of course the linear system XZ.
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closed subspace of (X*)x.

Theorem IV-2. If L is a boundedly closed subspace of (X*)x then the deficiency of L in its closure is either zero or at least C.
Proof. Let Xi be a complement of L' in X.
(Case I—Every L bounded subset of Xi is contained in a finite dimensional subspace of X%.) Then, since in a regular finite-dimensional
linear system every linear functional is distinguished,
it follows that every member
of X* takes bounded subsets of Xi into bounded sets of real numbers. Hence
L" is contained in and hence equal to L. Thus since L = L, L is closed and its
deficiency in its closure is zero.
(Case II—There exists an L bounded sequence x\, x2, • • • of linearly independent members of Xi.) Then l(x{), l(xn), • • • is bounded for all I in L
while for every sequence of real numbers 71, 72, • • ■ there exists / in L" with

l(xn) =7„ for » = 1, 2, • • • . It follows that the deficiency of L in L" must be
at least as great as the deficiency of the space of bounded sequences in the
space of all real sequences. That this is C is at once apparent from a consideration of the sequences of the form 1*, 2X, 3X, • ■ • where x is a positive real
number.

Corollary
1. For subspaces of {X*)x of deficiency less than C, closure and
bounded closure are equivalent.

Since boundedly closed subspaces of deficiency one in (X*)x are closed
so are intersections of such subspaces. Thus not every boundedly closed subspace of (X*)x is an intersection of boundedly closed subspaces of deficiency
one. Hence not only do the boundedly closed subspaces of (X*)x fail to coincide with the closed subspaces of (X*)x but it is impossible to select a subspace Fof X** so that the boundedly closed subspaces of (X*)x coincide with
the closed subspaces of (X*)y.
3. Convergence. For many purposes it is convenient to be able to express
the fact that XL is boundedly closed directly in terms of the bounded subsets
and closed subspaces of Xi without explicit reference to the members of L.
This may be done as follows. Let I be a nonzero member of X*, let Xi be the
null space of / and let x be an element in X —Xi. Then / is not in the bounded
closure of L if and only if there exists a sequence {xn\ of elements of Xi and
a sequence
{vn\ of real numbers, n = l, 2, • • • , such that {xn — vnx} is L
bounded and {vn} = {l(xn — vnx)/l{— x)} tends to infinity. In other words,
putting 7„ = 1 /1 vnI and y„ =xn/vn we see that / is not in the bounded closure
of L if and only if there exists a sequence y„ of elements of Xi and a convergent
to zero sequence of positive real numbers
\yn} such that {(yB— x)/yn} is L
bounded. Now, as is readily verified, if ylt y2, ■ • ■ ; * are elements in a normed
(") A norm may be denned in any linear space as follows. Let {<£„}be a Hamel basis for
the space and let ||ci0ai+
• • • +c„0a„||=
+ • • ■ +|c„|.
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linear space then ||;y„ —
>0 if and only if there exists a sequence y„ of positive real numbers tending to zero such that {||(yn—x)/7»|| } is bounded. Thus
we are led to make the definition. If {y»}, n = l, 2, ■ • • , is a sequence of
elements in a linear system Xl and x is an element in Xl then y„ converges(20)
to x or y„—>x or x is a limit of the sequence \yn\ if and only if there exists a
convergent
to zero sequence of positive real numbers 71, 72, • • • such that
\(yn—x)/yn}
is a bounded subset of Xl- HA is a subset of Xl then the
first derivative Aa) of A is the set of all limits of convergent sequences of
elements of A and A is sequentially closed if Am=A.
Returning to our discussion of bounded closure we see that our condition may now be phrased as
follows. I is not in the bounded closure of L if and only if the first derivative
of the null space of / is X. Since the first derivative of a subspace is clearly
again a subspace we may state the following.

Theorem IV-3. Let Xl be a linear system. Then a member I of X* is in the
bounded closure of L if and only if its null space is sequentially closed. In particular Xl is boundedly closed if and only if every sequentially closed subspace
of deficiency one is closed.
The notion of convergence which we have just introduced turns out to be
a rather useful tool not only in the study of bounded closure but for other
things as well. Its most important
elementary
properties are stated in the
following theorem whose proof we leave to the reader.

Theorem IV-4. Let XL be a linear system, let x, y, xi, x2, • • ■ ; ylf y2, • • •
be elements of X, let X, fi, Xi, X2, ■ • • be real numbers and let A be a subset of X.
Then: (1) If xn—*xand yn—»y then Xx„+juyB—*\x+Liy. (2) J/X„—*0 and {xn}
is bounded then Xn#„—>0. (3) xn—*x and xn-^y implies x=y

if and only if Xl is

regular. (4) If A is bounded then Aa) is bounded. (5) If A is convex then A{1)
is convex. (6) Every closed subspace of XLis sequentially closed.
Somewhat

less trivial is:

Theorem

IV-5. Let M be a subspace of the linear system XL and let <pbe

an element ofXL. Then (M+4>y" = M^+<p.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that M(1\+<f>^(M+<p)a)Let \b be any element in (MThen
there exists a sequence Xi, x2, ■ • ■ of elements of M
and a sequence Xi, X2, • • • of real numbers such that xn 4-X„<p—tiff.By choosing
a subsequence if necessary we may suppose that either X„—>Xor |X„|—
In the first case we have X„(p—*\<band hence xn—>\p—%<p.Thus \b —X<p£./W(1>
so that i/'GAff15-)-<£. In the second case we have, on putting y„=#„/(—X„),
y»—*<t>.
Thus there exist sequences 71, 72, • • • and jui, u2, • • • of positive real
numbers which converge to zero and positive real valued functions F and G
(J0) Fichtenholz

[6] introduces

a notion of convergence

equivalent

to this.
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such that for all / in L, |/(*B+XB«p-^)| ^ynFQ) and \l(yn-<p)\ ^pnG(l).
For each n = l, 2, • • • choose kn so that /t*»^7»/|X„|.
Then we have
|i(*»+X^-^)|
^ \l(x»+\n<p-M\
+ |/(X„y*n-Xn<p)| ^ynF(l) + \^G(l)
£yn(FQ)+G(l)).

Hence

{(*n4-Xny*n-^)/7„}

is bounded

so that

xn+\nykn-^\l/

and 4/is in M™QM<-»+<f>.
4. Stability of bounded closure. By making use of the notion of convergence and the theorems of the preceding section it is possible to obtain some
results concerning the effect of small changes in X and L on the bounded
closure of XL. We begin with a lemma which is a slight generalization
of

part of Theorem IV-3.
Lemma. If Xl is a boundedly closed linear system and M is a subspace of
X of finite deficiency such that Ma) = M then M is closed.
Proof. It follows from Theorem IV-5 that every subspace of X which
contains M is sequentially closed. But M is an intersection of subspaces of
deficiency one and hence by Theorem IV-3 an intersection
of closed subspaces. Hence M is closed.

Theorem IV-6. If XLis a boundedly closed linear system and M is a subspace of Xl of finite deficiency then Ml is boundedly closed.
Proof. Let N be any subspace of M having deficiency one in M. It follows
from Theorem IV-5 that 7V(1)is sequentially closed and hence, by the above
lemma, is closed. Hence if NmC\M = N then N is the intersection with M
of a closed subspace of Xl. Ii> other words if N is sequentially
closed with
respect to Ml then N is closed with respect to Ml. Hence by Theorem IV-3,

Ml is boundedly closed.
Theorem IV-7. Let Xl be a linear system, let Ml be a boundedly closed
subsystem, let Nl be a second subsystem and let q>be an element of Xl. Then if
MCiVCMm,
Nl is boundedly closed. Furthermore the system (M-\-<p)l is
boundedly closed if and only if either q>is in
or <j>is not in the closure of M.

Proof. Suppose MC^NCIM™ and let K be any subspace of N of deficiency one which is sequentially closed in Nl. Then KC\M is sequentially
closed in Ml and hence, since Ml is boundedly closed, is closed in MLOn the other hand KC.(Kr\M)il).
In fact since K is sequentially closed in

NL, (Kr\M)wr\N(ZK,

and application

of Theorem

IV-5 tells us that

(Kr\M)a)r}N
has deficiency in N of not more than one. It follows that the
closure of KC\M relative to Nl contains K. Since KC\M is closed relative
to Ml this closure cannot be the whole of N and hence must be K. Thus K
is closed and by Theorem IV-3, NL is boundedly closed. This completes the
proof of the first half of the theorem and allows us to conclude in particular

that if 0£M(1) then (M+<j>)l is boundedly closed. If <j>is not in the closure
of M then (M+<p)l

is isomorphic

to ML ©(</>+)l, and the latter

being the
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direct union of two boundedly
closed linear systems is boundedly
closed.
Finally if <pis in the closure of M but not in M(1) then M is a nonclosed but

sequentially closed subspace of (M-\-<f>)l-Thus by Theorem IV-3, (M+<p)l
is not boundedly closed.
Theorem IV-8. If X is a linear space and L is a boundedly closed subspace
of X* then, whenever M is a finite-dimensional
subspace of X*, L-\-M is

boundedly closed.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that L-\-l is boundedly closed whenever I is
an element of X*—L. Let Xi be the null space of I. Let <f>be any element in

X —Xi. Now (Xi)L+i = (-Xi)l and by Theorem IV-6 the latter is boundedly
closed. Hence, since <f>(£Xi and Xi is closed in X(L+,), it follows from Theorem

IV-7 that X(r,+n is boundedly closed.
It follows from Theorem IV-1 and the corollary to Theorem III-l that
every finite-dimensional
subspace of (X*)x is boundedly closed. We shall
show later that every N o-dimensional subspace of (X*)x is boundedly closed.
Whether or not Theorem IV-8 remains true when M is a general boundedly
closed subspace of X* or even an N o-dimensional subspace of X* is unknown.
The best result we have along these lines will appear in the next chapter in
connection with our discussion of "the first countability
property."

Theorem
IV-9. Let X be a linear space, let L be a total boundedly closed
subspace of (X*)x and let M be a subspace of (X*)x such that MQL and L/M
is one-dimensional.
Then M is boundedly closed if and only if M is the null
space of a member of (L*) l which is in the first derivative of X.
Proof. Let / be a nontrivial member of L* which vanishes on M. If Xm is
boundedly closed then (X+f)iu, being isomorphic either to Xm ®(/-f-)Af or

to XM is also boundedly closed. Hence by Theorem IV-8 (X-f-/) L is boundedly
closed. Hence by Theorem IV-7, since / is obviously in the closure of X,
f is in the first derivative of X. Conversely if / is in the first derivative oi-X
then (X-\-f)L is boundedly closed. But M is a closed subspace of the conjugate of (X+/)l.
Hence (X+f)m
is boundedly closed. Hence, by Theorem

IV-6, Xm is boundedly closed.
5. Completeness. Let XL be a regular linear system. Then XL may be
regarded as a subsystem of L* and X may or may not be sequentially
closed
with respect to the convergence in (L*) L. If it is we shall say that the system
XI is complete. The intersection
of the sequentially
closed subspaces of
(L*)L which contain X we shall call the completion of Xl- It is obvious that
the completion
of XL is complete. Thus every regular linear system is
isomorphic to a subsystem of a complete linear system.
Completeness
also may be formulated
in terms of "Cauchy sequences"
and for some purposes it is convenient to have it so. We call a sequence
Xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ of elements of a linear system Xl a Cauchy sequence if there exists
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{jUm,»},m, « = 1, 2, • • • of positive

um,n—»0 as(21) m and n—>oo and such that

real numbers

{(xn—xm)/um,n}

such that

is bounded.

Then,

as the reader may readily verify, a regular linear system Xl is complete if and
only if whenever xi, x2, ■ • ■ is a Cauchy sequence of members of Xl, then
there exists x in XL such that xn—*x. It follows immediately
that a linear
system is complete if and only if its bounded closure is complete.

Theorem
IV-10. A regular boundedly closed linear system Xl is complete
if and only if no total subspace L\ of L which has deficiency one in L is boundedly

closed.
Proof. The truth of this theorem is an immediate

consequence

of Theorem

IV-9.
It follows from Theorem IV-10 that if Xl is a complete boundedly closed
linear system and I is an element of X* —L then X{l+ d is not a complete linear
system.

6. Completely boundedly

closed linear systems.

As we have already

pointed out the linear system of a normed linear space is always boundedly
closed. It follows from Theorem II-6 that any subsystem being the linear
system of a normed linear space is also boundedly closed. As we shall see
this is not true of boundedly closed linear systems in general. Hence we introduce the definition: A linear system all of whose subsystems are boundedly
closed will be called a completely boundedly closed linear system.

Theorem IV-11. A linear system Xl is completely boundedly closed if and
only if for every subspace M of X, Mm is closed.
Proof. Suppose that Xl is completely boundedly closed but that for some
subspace M, M(1> is not closed. Then there exists an element <p which is in
the closure of Mm and not in Mw. But the closures of M and Ma) are
identical and since Ml and (M+(p)l are boundedly closed this contradicts
Theorem IV-7. Conversely suppose that
is closed for all subspaces M
of Xl. Let N be a subspace of Xl and let it be a subspace of deficiency one
in N sequentially closed with respect to NL. Then N($_Ka). Hence the closure
of K does not contain N. Hence if is a closed subspace of Nl- Thus by Theo-

rem IV-3, Nl is boundedly closed.
The question arises as to whether there exist boundedly closed linear
systems which are not completely boundedly
closed. We answer it in the
affirmative by means of a theorem which has certain independent
interest.

Theorem IV-12. Let X be a linear space. Then the linear system (X*)x is
boundedly closed if and only if the dimension N of X is such that on an abstract
set S of cardinal N there exists no measure a with all of the following properties.
(") That is, for each e>0 there exist »o and nto such that if ra>«0 and m>ma

then u„,m<«.
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(1) a is defined for all subsets of S. (2) a is countably additive. (3) a takes on
only the values zero and one. (4) a is zero as a function of points. (5) a(S) = 1.
Proof. Let \<j>a}be a Hamel basis for X. Then there is an obvious natural
one-to-one linear correspondence
between the members of X* and the members of the space 4^. of all real valued functions defined on {<j>a}. Under this
correspondence
members of X** associated with members of X correspond
to the finite linear combinations of point functionals on
where a point
functional F is a functional such that for some q>a, F(f) =f(4>a) for all / in %
Furthermore
it is clear that a subset of X* is bounded as a subset of the
linear system (X*)x if and only if its map in 4^ is a bounded subset of the
vector lattice(22) 4^.. Thus (X*)x is boundedly closed if and only if every
bounded linear functional on 4^. is a finite linear combination of point functionals. However it is shown in [19] that this last condition is satisfied if and
only if N has the measure theoretic property in question. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
The existence of measures with properties
(1) through (5) of Theorem
V-12 has been considered by Ulam [25] and he has shown that whenever N
is a cardinal for which no such measure exists then 2^ is also such a cardinal.
As a consequence we have the following theorem.

Theorem

IV-13. Let X be a linear space whose dimension

N o4-2h,4-2(2",)-f- • ■ • (Noterms).
closed.

is less than

Then the linear system (X*)x is boundedly

It is now easy to construct an example of a boundedly closed noncompletely boundedly closed linear system. Let Xl be the linear system of a
separable Banach space. Then X and L are both C-dimensional.
Let / be
any member of L* —X and let M be the null space of/. By Theorem IV-10,
Xm is not boundedly closed. On the other hand Xm is a subsystem of (M*)m

and by Theorem IV-13 (M*)m is boundedly closed. Thus (M*)m is boundedly
closed but not completely

boundedly

Chapter
1. Properties

of bounded

closed.

V. Boundedness

sets. Let XL be a linear system and let 43 be

the family of all bounded subsets of XL. For any subset A of X let Co(A)
denote the smallest convex subset of X which contains A and let Co (.4) denote the smallest convex subset of X which contains A and contains —x
with x. For any two subsets Ai and A2 of X and any two real numbers Xi

and X2let Xi-di-f-X:^ denote the set of all elements in X of the form Xi;ti4-X2;c2
where xi is in A1 and x2 is in A2. The following statements
are obvious consequences of the definitions concerned and will be used freely in the sequel.
(1) If A is a subset of X containing only a finite number of elements then
(22) See chap. VII of [3] for a discussion

of this concept.
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A is in 43. (2) If A\ is in 43and A2 is a subset of Ai then A2 is in 43. (3) If A\
and Ai are in 43 and Xi and X2are real numbers then \iA\-\-\2A2 and AAJA2
are in 43. (4) If A is in 43 then Co{A) and Co(A) are in 43. (5) If A is a subset
of X which is not in 43 then there is a countable

subset of A which is not in 43.

(6) If A is in 43 then A™ is in 43.
We remark that these properties do not serve to characterize families of
bounded sets in linear systems. In fact, as the reader may readily verify, if
we let X be a normed linear space and let 43 be the family of all subsets of X
with compact closures then statements
(1) through (6) are all valid. On the
other hand, the members of X* which carry the members of 43 into bounded
sets of real numbers are precisely the continuous linear functionals while, as
is well known, the unit sphere in X does not lie in 43. It follows that the members of 43 are not the bounded sets of Xi for any choice of L in X*.
2. Five types of boundedness. In this section we introduce a classification
of linear systems according to the nature of their families of bounded sets.
This classification in a sense supplements that of the last chapter. There we
were interested only in whether a linear system was boundedly closed or not.
Here we shall study properties which are independent of the relationship of
the system to its bounded closure and in fact are possessed by the system if
and only if possessed by its bounded closure.
Let Xl be a linear system. If there exists a bounded subset A of Xr,
such that every other bounded subset of Xr, is a subset of some X4 where
X is a real number we say that Xl is simple. If there exists a countable
family A1, A2, • • • of bounded subsets of Xi such that every other bounded
subset of Xi is a subset of some A, we say that Xi has the second countability
property. If whenever A\, A2, • • • is a countable family of bounded subsets
of Xi there exists a sequence yi, 72, • • • of positive real numbers such that

(^4i/7i)W(^42/72)^>' • ■ • is a bounded subset of XL we say that Xi has the
first countability property. If there exists a bounded subset of Xi whose linear
span is X we say that Xi is relatively bounded(23). If there exists a countable
family Ai, A2, • • • of bounded subsets of Xi such that the linear span of

AAJA2\J

■ ■ ■ is X we say that Xi is almost relatively bounded.

Theorem
V-l. Let Xl be a linear system. If it has the second countability
property or is relatively bounded then it is almost relatively bounded. If it is
simple it is relatively bounded and has both countability properties. If it has both
countability properties then it is simple. If it is almost relatively bounded and
has the first countability property then it is relatively bounded.
Proof. The proof is obvious.
Theorem V-l tells us that of the 25 disjoint

classes into which our five

(M) The choice of this term stems from the fact that Xl is relatively
if £ is a "sufficiently small" subspace of X*.

bounded

if and only
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properties divide linear systems, at most eight are not empty. These are:
(1) The simple linear systems. (2) The relatively bounded linear systems
having the first countability property and not the second. (3) The relatively
bounded linear systems having the second countability
property and not the
first. (4) The relatively bounded linear systems having neither countability
property.
(5) The nonrelatively
bounded linear systems having the second
countability
property.
(6) The almost relatively bounded nonrelatively
bounded linear systems with neither countability
property.
(7) The non
almost relatively bounded linear systems having the first countability
property. (8) The non almost relatively bounded linear systems with neither
countability
property. We shall give examples in the last chapter showing
that none of these classes is empty and hence that Theorem V-l cannot be

strengthened.
Theorem V-2. Let Xl be a linear system and let Y be a subspace of X.
Then whenever Xl has one of the five properties listed at the beginning of this
section, YL also has this property.
Proof. The proof is obvious.
Theorem V-3. Let XL and Ym be linear systems. Let P represent any one of
the five properties under discussion. Then Xl® Ym has property P if and only

if both Xl and Ym have property P.
Proof. This theorem

is an immediate

consequence

of Theorem

V-2 and

the following lemma.
Lemma. If Xl and Ym are linear systems then a subset C of Xl® Ym is
bounded if and only if there exist bounded subsets A and B of Xl and Ym respec-

tively such that CC.A-\-B.
Proof. Half of the lemma is obvious. If C is a bounded subset of Xl© Ym
let A be the set of all x in X such that for some y in Y, x+y is in C and let
B be defined similarly with respect to Y. Obviously A and B are bounded

and CQA+B.
3. Relative boundedness.
Theorem
V-4. Let Xl be a relatively bounded linear system and let M be a
subspace of X. Then the linear systems XL/M and X% are both relatively

bounded.
Proof. The first statement
is obvious. Let A be a bounded subset of
Xl whose linear span is X. Let 4° be the set of all I in I such that
l.u.b.igx
\l(x)\ <L Since the linear span of A is X, A° is a bounded subset
of XI and since A is a bounded subset of XL, A° has L for its linear span.

Thus XI is relatively bounded.
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V-5. Let X be a linear space. Let L and M be subspaces of

(X*)x- If L is relatively bounded and MQL then M is relatively bounded. If
L and M are relatively bounded then L-\-M is relatively bounded. If L is finitedimensional or a norm set then L is relatively bounded.
Proof. The first statement is obvious. Suppose that L and M are relatively
bounded. Let A and B be bounded subsets of XL and Xm respectively whose
linear spans are X. Then it is clear that €o(A)r\Co(B)
also has X for its
linear span and is a bounded subset of X^l+m). It is obvious that every onedimensional subspace of {X*)x is relatively bounded and hence by what we
have just proved every finite-dimensional
subspace is also. Norm sets are
obviously relatively bounded.
That No-dimensional
subspaces of (X*)x need not be relatively bounded

will appear below.
Theorem V-6. If X is a linear space then X* is relatively bounded if and
only if X is finite-dimensional.
Proof. That X* is relatively bounded when X is finite-dimensional
follows
from Theorem V-S. That it is not when X is infinite-dimensional
follows from
the fact that any bounded subset of Xx- must have a finite-dimensional
linear
span.

Theorem V-7. Let X be a linear space whose dimension is not less than C.
Then there exists an N o-dimensional subspace L of (X*)x no infinite-dimensional
subspace of which is relatively bounded.
Proof. It will be sufficient to consider the case in which the dimension of
X is exactly C, for in any other case we can choose a C-dimensional subspace
M and extend the members of the L for this by letting them vanish on some
fixed complement of M. Furthermore
because of the mutual isomorphism of
all linear spaces of the same dimension we need only prove the theorem for a
particular
C-d,imensional linear space. Let F be any N o-dimensional linear
space and consider the linear system Yy. It is obvious that Fy is isomorphic
to all of its infinite-dimensional
subsystems.
But by Theorem V-6, Fy is
not relatively bounded. Hence whenever Fi is an infinite-dimensional
subspace of F, (Fi)y« and hence (F*)r, fails to be relatively bounded. In other
words F is an No-dimensional
subspace of (F**)y no infinite-dimensional
subspace of which is relatively bounded. Since F* is C-dimensional this completes the proof of the theorem.
On the other hand we have:
Theorem V-8. If X is aw N o-dimensional linear space then every N o-dimensional subspace of (X*)x is relatively bounded.
Proof. Let L be an No-dimensional

subspace

of X*. Let L' = Y and let Z
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be a complement
of F in X. Then Xl is isomorphic to the linear system
Yo © Zl where Yo is the linear system obtained from Y by distinguishing
only
the zero functional.
Because of Theorem V-3 we need only prove that Fo
and Zl are relatively bounded. This is obvious for F0. Furthermore
since Zl
is regular the lemma immediately preceding Theorem III-ll applies and we
may infer the existence of Hamel bases zu zit • • • ; h, h, • • • for Z and L
respectively
such that h(zj)=8{ for i, j = \, 2, • • • . It is obvious that
Zi, z2, • • • is a bounded subset of ZL whose linear span is Z. Thus ZL is
relatively bounded and the theorem is proved.
We conclude this section with a theorem which among other things gives
us further information about the "smallness" of relatively bounded subspaces
of (X*)x's. Preparatory
to this we prove a lemma about normed linear spaces.

Lemma. If X is an N o-dimensional normed linear space then X contains a
dense Hamel basis.

Proof. It is obvious that X is separable. Let t^i, ^2, • • • be a dense countable subset of X such that \piA0. Define a sequence of elements 771,772,■ • •
by induction as follows. Let 771= 0. If \p2 is linearly dependent on ^1 choose
<?2linearly independent of ipi and such that \\vz\\ <l/2; otherwise take t>2= 0.
If Vi, Is, • • • ,f n have been chosen so that ||t7&||<l/k for k = l,2, • ■ • ,n and
so that ^1 + 7,1,^p2+V2, • ■ • , tn+Vn

is a linearly

independent

choose T7„+ias follows. If ^„+i is not in (^1+771)+(fc+vd
let rjn+i —0. In the contrary

(fa + Vi)+ bl'2+y2)+

set of elements,

+ ' ■■

case let t)b+i be any element in the complement

■ • • +tyn+rin)

of

such that ||r/n+i|| = l/(« + l). It is clear

that the sequence of elements tji, ij2, • • • that we have just defined is such
that the sequence yW+ r/i. ^2+772, • • • is contained in a Hamel basis. It remains to show that it is dense in X. Let x be an arbitrary element of X and let
e be an arbitrary positive real number. Let no be a positive integer such that
l/n0<e/2.
Since a normed linear space contains no isolated points the set
T^n0.'/'»o+i. T^no+2,• • • is also dense in X. Let j be a non-negative
integer such
that
||^n0+3— x\\ <e/2.
Then
||jc-('An0+j-+t;no+j)[|
^||x-^Bo+y||
+||»7»0+y|| <e/2

+ l/(n0+j)

<€/2 + e/2 = €. This completes

the proof of the lemma.

Theorem V-9. Let X be an infinite-dimensional
linear space, let L be an
arbitrary relatively bounded subspace of (X*) x, and let M be an arbitrary subspace of L which is closed as a subspace of Xl- Then there exists an automor-

phism T* of the linear system (X*)x such that T*(L)C\L = M.
Proof. (Case I-—X is No-dimensional and M is zero-dimensional.)
Since
Xl is relatively bounded there exists a Hamel basis <j>i,(p2, • ■ • for X which
is a bounded subset of Xl- For each x = Ci<pi-f-c2^>2+• ■ • +c„(pB in X let
||*|| = ICi\ +1c2| + • • • +|cB|. Then X becomes a normed linear space for
which all members of L are continuous linear functionals.
By the immedi-
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ately preceding lemma there exists a Hamel basis 0i, 02, • • • which is dense
in X with respect to this norm. Let T be the unique automorphism
of the
linear space X such that T(tj>n)= 0„ for n = 1, 2, • • • and let T* be the unique
automorphism
of {X*)x such that l(T(x)) = T*(l)(x) for all / in X*. We show
that r*(L)rM, = 0. Let / be any nonzero member of L. It will suffice to show

that

{F* (/)(<£„)} is not bounded; that is, that {l(T{<bn))}= {/(0»)} is not

bounded. Let c be any positive
and «o so that ||0„o —#|| <c/\

-\i(eno)-i(x)\^\i(x)\-\\f
and Case I is disposed of.

real number.

Choose a; in X so that l(x) =2c

Then |/(0„o)| =

+/(*,,)I

\dn„—x\\>2c —c = c. Thus {/(0„)} is not bounded

(Case II—X is arbitrary
but the deficiency of if in L is infinite.) Let
Y= if' and let Z be a complement of Y in X. Since M= M" it follows from
Theorem III-2 that if' is infinite-dimensional.
Hence the dimension of Y
is NN o where N is a cardinal greater than zero. Accordingly we may, by dealing in an obvious manner with a Hamel basis for Y, "decompose"
Y into N
subspaces Xa, each of which is N o-dimensional, such that each element in Y
has a unique representation
as a sum of elements one from each of the Xa.
For each a let La be the set of all linear functionals
in (Xa)* coinciding on Xa
with a member of L. By Case I there exists an automorphism
Ta of Xa such
that Ta*(La)r\La = 0. Let T be the unique automorphism
of X which coincides on Xa with Ta for each a and on Z with the identity. Let / be any member of L and let I* = T*(l). I* coincides on each Xa with a member of Ta*(La).

Hence if /*£L
Conversely

then l*(Xa)=0

for all a. In other words, /*£ F' = if" = if.

if / is in M then Z(F)=0.

Thus

since T is the identity

on Z it

follows easily that T*(l) =1. Hence / is in LC\T*{L).
(Case III—X

is arbitrary.

M has finite deficiency

in L.) Let M" be the

closure of M in (A"*)jr. Then since M is closed in X°L,M"H\L = if. Thus if N
is any complement

of M in L, M"r\N

= 0. Furthermore

because

of Theorem

III-l, L" = M" + N. Let F be a complement of V in X. Then F'PiL" = 0
and (F'+Z,")"=X*.
Now since in Xx' every subspace is closed it follows
that every pair of subspaces is both a modular pair and a d-modular pair.
Hence in (X*)x every pair of closed subspaces also has these properties. Thus
Y'-\-L" = X* and (X*)x may be regarded as the direct union of the linear
systems (M"+Y')x
and Ax- Since X is infinite-dimensional
and L is relatively bounded it is clear that there exists a subspace of M"-\-Y',
of any
finite dimension, which is disjoint from L and hence that there is a complement K of (M"+ Y') such that KC\L = 0. Since K is finite-dimensional
it is
closed and we see that (X*)x may also be regarded as the direct union of the
linear systems (M"+ Y')x and Kx- Thus it is clear that there is an automor-

phism T* of (X*)x such that T*(l)=l

for all I in M"+

Y' and such that

T*(N)=K. Now T*(L) = T*(M+N) = T*(M) + T*(N) = M+K and (M+K)
f\(M+N)

= if. This completes

the proof of the theorem.
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4. Almost relative

boundedness.

The theory of almost relative

187
bound-

edness differs but little from that of relative boundedness
and we shall not
develop it in detail. We summarize what we know in a theorem.

Theorem
V-10. If in Theorems V-4 through V-9 the word "almost" is inserted before each occurrence of the words "relatively bounded," then these theorems remain true provided that the following additional changes are made.
(1) In Theorem V-4 the second sentence is changed to read "The linear system
Xl/M
is almost relatively bounded." (2) In Theorem V-6 the phrase "X is
finite-dimensional"
is replaced by the phrase "X has dimension not greater than
No." (3) In Theorem V-9 the phrase "Let X be an infinite-dimensional
linear
space" is replaced by the phrase "Let X be a linear space whose dimension ex-

ceeds No-"
Proof. The truth of this theorem is easily verified using Theorems V-4
through V-9 and we leave the details to the reader.
An example of an almost relatively bounded linear system whose conjugate is not almost relatively bounded is furnished us by Xx> whenever X
has dimension N o-

5. The first countability property.
Theorem V-ll. Let X be a linear space and let Lu L2, • • • be a sequence
of subspaces of (X*) x each of which has the first countability property. Then

L=L\\L<l\-

• • • has the first countability properly.

Proof. Let Pi, P2, • • • be a sequence of bounded subsets of the linear
system Xl. For each i = 1, 2, • • • and eachj = 1, 2, • • • P,-is a bounded subset of Xtti Hence since Xif has the first countability property there exists a
sequence of positive real numbers 7i,72, " ' 1 such that (Pi/7i)W(2?2/72)W
•• •
is a bounded subset of Xl^ For each k=* 1, 2, • « • let vk be the largest of the
numbers 7^, y\, ■ • • , 7^. Then for each i==l, 2, • • • we have y)^Vj for
j=i,
*4-l, i+2, • • • . Hence if we let /i< be the largest of the numbers

{1, (7*/"i). (y\/vt), • • • , (y\/vi)} we shall have y'j^UiVj for i, j = l, 2, • • • .
Thus (Bi/mv1)\J(Bi/mvt)\J
■ ■ ■ and hence (Bi/v^VJiBi/vi)^
■ ■ ■ is a
bounded subset of XLi for each i —l, 2, • • • . It follows that (Pi/»'i)W(P2/>'2)
VJ • • • is a bounded
erty.

Corollary.
bility property.

subset of Xl- Thus Xl has the first countability

Every N o-dimensional

prop-

subspace of (X*) x has the first counta-

Theorem V-ll tells us that the first countability property is "more stable
with respect to increases in size" than relative boundedness.
With respect to
decreases in size however the situation is quite different. We shall see later
that not only may subspaces of L's with the first countability
property fail
to have this property but also that countable intersections
of such L's may
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fail to have it. We do not know what the situation
intersections. We can however prove the following.

is with respect to finite

Theorem V-12. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of {X*)x
having the first countability property. Then every subspace of L having finite
deficiency in L also has the first countability property.
For the proof of this theorem as well as the proof of the corresponding
theorem concerning the second countability
property we need the following

lemma.
Lemma. If B is a bounded subset of the linear system XL and I is a member

of X* which is unbounded on B, then if Y is the null space of I, Co{B)C\Y is
sequentially dense in Co{B).
Proof. Denote Co(B) by C. Let <p be any member of C which is not
in F. For each n = l, 2, • • • choose xn in C such that l(xn) = —nl(<p) and
let yn=xn-\-n<p. Then yn —tupEC and since <p is in C and C is convex,

((y„-n<p)+»<?W(n

+ l)=y»/(M+l)

is in C. Since l(yn) = l(xn)+nl(q>) =0,

yn/(w + l) is in CC\Y. But, since C is bounded,

—<t>—»0.
Furthermore

y»/(w+l)-y.>/w

(y« —rup)/n—*0; that is, yn/n

= —y„/w(M + l) = —(l/n)(y„/(n

+ l))

—»0.Hence y„/(« + l)—*</>.
Proof of the theorem. It is clear that there is no loss in generality in
dealing only with subspaces of L of deficiency one. Let M be such a subspace.
Let I be any element of L —M and let Y be the null space of /. Obviously Yu
and Yl are isomorphic. Hence, by Theorem V-2, Fat has the first countability
property. Let <pbe a fixed element of X— Y. Let Ai, A2, ■ • • be a sequence of
bounded subsets of Xm- For each i = \, 2, • • ■ choose a real number Ui and
a subset Bi of Y as follows. If / is bounded on Ai let m be such that

Il(x) I sJ/i,-—1 for all x in A, and let P< be the set of all x in Y such that X exists
with x+\<j>£LCo{Ai). If I is unbounded on A{ let Bi = Co(Ai)C\ Y and let
ju.i= 1. Then each P< is a bounded

Ai/uiQBi+B

subset of YM. Furthermore

in the first case

where B is the set of all X<?S
with |XZ(<p)|^1 and in the second

case by our lemma, Ai/ui=AirZ(Bi)'-1\
Now since Ym has the first countability property there exists a sequence Vi, v%,■ ■ ■ of positive real numbers such
that (Bi/vi)\J(Bi/v2)\J
• ■ ■ is M bounded. Since we may suppose that each

vt>l, it follows that (Bi+B)^/v1^J(B2+B)^/v2\J
inclusions

concerning

• • • is M bounded. The

the .4's and P's then tell us that

(Ai/Vi/*i)U\A2/V2M2)

\J • • • is M bounded. It follows then that XM has the first countability
property.
The fact that Theorem V-12 does not generalize to arbitrary subsets
and Theorem V-2 together tell us that the conjugate of a linear system
the first countability
property need not have this property. We do not
whether or not the first countability property is invariant under passage
arbitrary quotient system.

of L
with
know
to an
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considerations

involving

bounded

closure.

Theorem V-13. Let X be a linear space and let Li^L2C.LiC.
• • • be an
ascending sequence of subspaces of (X*)x each of which is boundedly closed and
has the first countability property. Then L=Li+L2+
• • • is boundedly closed.

Proof. Let / be any member of X* —L. For each »= 1, 2, • • • let P,
be an Li bounded subset of X on which I is unbounded.
Then for each
i, Bi, Bi+i, • ■ • are all L, bounded. Hence there exist positive real numbers

7i> 7i+i. • • • such that (Bi/y\)\J(Bi+i/y\+1)\J
the largest of the numbers 7}, 72, •••,75.

■ • • is L< bounded. Let 7,-be

Then y) ^7,- whenever

y) is defined.

Hence if we let Ai —Bi/y^ AiUAi+iKJ • • • will be L, bounded for each
i —1, 2, • • • . Let Xi be an element of A, such that | l{Xi) \ >i. Then it is clear
that
x2, • • • ) = (xi, x2, • • • , Xi-i)yj(xi, Xi+i, •••) is Li bounded for each
i = 1, 2, • • • and hence is Iz bounded. On the other hand, l(xi), l(x2), • • • is

not L bounded. Thus L is boundedly closed.
Corollary

1. If X is a linear space and L is anb$ ^-dimensional subspace

of (X*)x then L is boundedly closed.
Corollary
2. If X is a linear space and L and M are boundedly closed subspaces of (X*)x such that L has the first countability property and M is &o-dimensional, then L + M is boundedly closed.
We close this section with an example, suggested to the author by
P. Erdös, showing that the first countability
requirement in the statement
of Theorem V-13 cannot be omitted.
Let X be an arbitrary
infinite-dimensional
linear space. Let {<f>l\,
i,j = \,2, ■ ■ • , be a matrix of countably many linearly independent members
of X. Let {x^a} be a set of linearly independent elements of X such that the
<b{and the \pa together form a Hamel basis H for X. Let L be the set of all
members I of X* which are bounded on H. For each i = 1, 2, • • • , let L< be
the set of all I'm L such that l(<p\), 2l(<f>2),3/(<p?), • • • is a bounded sequence

of real numbers. For eachj = 1, 2, • • • let Mj = Ljr\Lj+lC\Lj+2r\
as is readily

verified, the set of all linear functional

bounded

■ • • .Since,
on a fixed set

is boundedly closed it follows that L and all of the P.- and M, are boundedly
closed. Furthermore
it is obvious that MiQM^M^^
• • • . We shall show
that while M = Mi+M2 + Mz+ • • ■ is properly contained in L, the bounded
closure of M is L and hence that M is not boundedly closed.
That the inclusion M^ZL is proper is immediate. The functional which is
one on all elements of H is obviously in L and not in M. We turn now to the
proof that L = M. Suppose if possible that xu x2, ■ • • is a sequence of elements of X which is M bounded but not L bounded. For each n = 1, 2, • • • ,
Xn=yn-\-2~li.3 ncfol where yn is a finite linear combination
of the ^a and all
but a finite number of the nc{ (for fixed n) are zero. It follows at once from the
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definition of M that yi, yt, • • • is L bounded and that for each i, 52 i „c&>{
is L
bounded as a sequence in n. Thus for each k = 1, 2, 2^«=*.*+i.
y-i,s, • • • ncfal
is not L bounded. For each x in X let
be the sum of the absolute values
of the coefficients obtained when x is expressed as a finite linear combination
of the members of H. It is clear that || || is a norm whose norm set is L. For

each k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ and w = l, 2, • • • let u(n, fe>«=T^^.t+i,....

y_i,2.... \nc{\

and let v(n, k) = J}i«if»,....*_i- j-i.i,-- \ nc{\. Then it follows from our remarks
that u(n, k) is unbounded in n for each k and that vin, k) is bounded in n for

each
Let vik) = l.u.b.„=i,2,. • ■
k). By first choosing &i then n\ then &2>
and so on, it is clear that we may choose two sequences of positive integers ki<k2<fo<
■ • • and w1<w2<«3< • • • such that p(ni, ki)>l+v(ki),
m(«i. k2)—0 and for each s —2,3,-, p{ns, k,)>s+v(ke)
and n{n„ ke+i)=0.
Now define a matrix {t{}, i,j = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , as follows. For i<k\, yj = 0. For
k,^i<ka+i,
y{ is 1, 0, or —1 according as n,c{ is positive, zero, or negative. Let
/ be the unique linear functional on X such that l{<p§=y{, i, j— 1, 2, • • • , and
Itya) = 0 for all a. Then since \l(<b{)} is bounded and for each i all but a finite
number of the l{4>{)are zero it follows that / is in M. On the other hand a simple calculation shows us that |/(*n,)| >5 for 5 = 1, 2, • • • . Hence xi, x2, • • •
is not M bounded and we have a contradiction.
It is readily verified that each Li in the above example is a norm set.
Hence we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem
V-14. Let X be an arbitrary infinite dimensional linear space.
Then there exists an ascending sequence of boundedly closed subspaces of (X*)x,

M\QM2C.M3C1

• ■ • , such that M= M1 + M2+ ■ ■ • is not boundedly closed.

This is the case even if we demand that each M, be not only relatively bounded
but the intersection of countably many norm sets.
Corollary.
first countability

The intersection
property.

6. The second countability

of countably many norm sets need not have the

property. As we shall see later and as the reader

can probably verify for himself now, an No-dimensional
subspace of an (X*)x
cannot be simple. Hence since it has the first countability
property it cannot
have the second. In other words, we cannot expect an analogue of Theorem
V-ll to hold for the second countability
property. We do have, however, the

following theorem.
Theorem V-15. Let X be a linear space and let L and M be subspaces of
(X*)x which have the second countability property. Then L-\-M also has the
second countability property.

Proof. Let Pi, B2, ■ ■ • be a basis(24) for the L bounded
(M) That

is, a family of bounded

sets whose subsets constitute

sets and let

all bounded

sets.
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Ci,Ci, ■ ■ ■be a basis for the M bounded sets. Then the CiC\Bj, i,j = 1, 2, ■ • •»
obviously constitute a basis for the L-\-M bounded sets. Hence L + M has the
second countability
property.
With respect to intersections
the situation is a little better than in the
case of the first countability property. We shall show in the last chapter that
a relatively bounded and boundedly closed subspace of an (X*)x has the
second countability
property if and only if it is an intersection of countably
many norm sets and hence that for relatively bounded(26) and boundedly
closed subspaces the second countability
property is preserved under countable intersections.
Whether or not the second countability
property is preserved under general countable intersections
is not known.
The analogue of Theorem V-12 is true.

Theorem
V-16. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of (X*)x
having the second countability property. Then every subspace of L having finite
deficiency in L also has the second countability property.
Proof. Just as in Theorem V-12, it is sufficient to prove that whenever Y
has deficiency one in X and M is a subspace of X* such that Ym has the
second countability
property then Xm has the second countability
property.
Let A\, A2, • • • be a basis for the bounded sets in Ym- Let <j>be a fixed ele-

ment of X— Y and for each w = l, 2, • • • let Bn=AnKJ(set of all X(p with
|X| £»). Finally for each » = 1, 2, • • • let Cn = {Co{Bn))m ■Then each C„ is
bounded
and has the property
that
Ci, C2, • • • is a basis for the bounded

Co(C„) = Cn. We shall show that
subsets of Xm- Let / be the linear

functional such that l(<p)= 1 and l(y) = 0 for all y in F. Let D be any bounded
subset of Xm- If I is unbounded

on D then, by the lemma connected

with The-

orem V-12, Co{D)r\ Yis sequentially dense in Co(D). But Co{D)(~\ YQA„QBn
forsome« = l, 2, • • • .Thus (Co(D)r\F)<1)C(Co(P„))cl)
= C». HenceP»CCo,
(D)C.Cn.

If, on the other

hand,

/ is bounded

on D it follows

that

the set

of all x —l(x)cj>with x in 2D and the set of all l(x)4> with x in 2D are both
bounded. Thus for some m and n = l, 2, • • • , 2DCZBn+Bm. It follows at
once that DrZCo(BA) where Pn contains both P„ and Bm. In any case then D
is in some C„ and &, C2, ■ • • must be a basis for bounded sets. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Like the first countability
property the second countability
property is
not in general preserved under passage to a subspace or to the conjugate
system. That the analogue of Theorem V-13 for the second countability
property is not true follows from Theorem V-14 and the remarks following Theo-

rem V-15.
7. Simplicity.

Let X be a linear space and let L be a simple subspace

of

(X*)x- Let B be a bounded subset of Xl such that the sets B, 2B, 3B, • • •
(a) As we shall see, an L is relatively

bounded

if and only if it is contained

in a norm set.
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form a basis for the bounded sets. It is clear that we may always choose B
so as to be convex, contain —x with x, and so that its intersection with every
one-dimensional
subspace of X is a closed subset. Accordingly by a well
known procedure we may define a function || || on X to the non-negative
reals which has all the properties of a norm except that ||ac|| may be zero
when x is not zero and which is such that x is in B if and only if
^ 1. We
call such a function a pseudo-norm^)
and define the pseudo-norm set of a
pseudo-norm || || to be the set of all / in X* such that whenever ||^i||, ||#2||, • • •
is bounded then l(xx), l(x2), • • • is also bounded. It is readily verified that the
pseudo-norm set of a pseudo-norm which happens to be a norm is a norm set
and that a pseudo-norm set is a norm set if and only if it is total. The following theorem is an obvious consequence of the foregoing remarks.

Theorem V-17. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of X*. Then
L is simple if and only if its bounded closure is a pseudo-norm set and if L is
total it is simple if and only if its bounded closure is a norm set.
As we shall devote the whole of Chapter VII to the study of norm sets
and pseudo-norm sets we shall not study simplicity further here. Many properties of simple L's are deducible at once from the theorems of §§5 and 6 and
the fact that an L is simple if and only if it has both countability
properties.

Chapter

VI. Uniform

boundedness

1. Fundamental
definitions. Let J/, be a linear system and let A be a
bounded subset of Xl. For each / in L, l.u.b.x^A\l(x)\
is finite but it is clear
that this bound does not exist uniformly for all / in L. On the other hand it
is conceivable that it exist uniformly for all I in each bounded subset of XI;
in other words that for each X bounded subset B of L the set of real numbers
of the form l(x) where x is in A and Iis in B is bounded. However, as we shall
see below, even this is true only in certain instances. Thus we are led to make
the following definitions. A uniformly bounded subset of a linear system XL
is a subset A such that whenever
73 is a bounded subset of Xf, then
l.u.b.jgb (l.u.b.igx I l(x) I) is finite. XL is uniform if and only if every bounded
subset of Xl is uniformly bounded. It is clear that Xl is uniform if and
only if X\ is uniform. For each subset 73 of L and each x in X let [|*||b

= l.u.b.;£b Il(x) I. ||jr||B is finite for all x in X if and only if 73is a bounded subset of XI and whenever this is the case || ||b is a pseudo-norm.
For each
bounded subset 73 of X% let Lb be the pseudo-norm set of || \\B. Then it is
clear that a subset A of Xl is uniformly bounded if and only if it is LB
bounded for each bounded subset 73 of XL- Hence if we call the linear union
of all the LB the reach Lr of L we may state the following theorem.
(*) Not to be confused with the pseudo-norm
term is used in our sense.

of Hyers

[9]. Cf., however,

[26] where the
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Theorem
VI-1. Let Xl be a linear system. Then the uniformly bounded
subsets of Xl are identical with the bounded subsets of the reach Xl, of XLIt is obvious that for any subspace
know whether or not (Lr)r can properly

L of an {X*)x, LT~DL. We do not
contain Lr nor whether LT can fail

to be boundedly closed.
2. Uniformity and simplicity.
Theorem

VI-2. Every relatively bounded uniform linear system is simple.

Proof. Let Xl be relatively bounded and uniform. Since X\ is relatively
bounded, there exists a bounded subset B of X°L whose linear span is L.

Clearly LC.LbQL,
Thus

and hence LQLBQLr.

L = Lb = Lb and L is pseudo-norm

that

But since XL is uniform, X —Lrset. It follows from Theorem

V-17

is simple.

In order to see that the converse of this theorem is not true we have
only to consider a linear system Xl in which X is No-dimensional
and L is
a norm set. If Xl were uniform X\ would have to be uniform and hence simple. Since X is N o-dimensional X\ is boundedly closed. Hence X would have
to be a norm set as a subspace of (L*)l- However, since any norm set is complete in its natural norm it follows from Theorem 1-1 that no norm set can
be N o-dimensional. Thus Xl is simple but not uniform. We do have, however,

the following theorem.
Theorem VI-3. A linear system Xl is simple if and only if the reach of
its conjugate system is relatively bounded.
Proof. If Xl is simple let |[ || be a pseudo-norm

defining the bounded

sets

in Xl and let A be the set of all elements in L for which l.u.b.||Z|i-i| l(x) | ^ 1.
Clearly A is a uniformly bounded subset of X\ and has L for its linear span.
Hence the reach of X% is relatively bounded. Conversely, if the reach of X£
is relatively bounded there exists a uniformly bounded subset A of X£ whose
linear span is L. Thus LA^_L. On the other hand, since A is uniformly
bounded, every L bounded subset of X is LA bounded so that LaQL. Hence

LQLaQL,

and since LA is boundedly closed it follows that LA = L, so that L

is a pseudo-norm

set and Xl is simple.

3. Uniformity and completeness.
Theorem

VI-4. Every complete linear system is uniform.

Proof. Let Xl be a complete linear system, let xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ be an arbitrary
bounded sequence of elements of Xl and let h, h, ■ • ■ be an arbitrary
bounded sequence of elements of X%. It will clearly suffice to show that
l.u.b.,'_i,2, ■•-(l.u.b.y=i,2,.. .| <Zi3|)is finite where for i,j = 1, 2, • • • , aij = U(Xj).
Consider the Banach space (I) of all absolutely convergent series of real num-

bers. Since l.u.b.y=i,2,..

is finite for i = l, 2, • • • , it follows [2, p. 67]
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that dij as a sequence in j defines a continuous linear functional m, on (I)
such that
=l.u.b.j_i,2,• • ■\aa\ • Thus in order to prove our theorem we
need only show that l.u.b.<_i,s,..
is finite, and to do this it is enough(27)
to prove that nii(s), tw2(s), • • • is bounded for each 5 in (/). Let 5 —Si, s2, ■ ■ •
be an arbitrary member of (/•). For each w = l, 2, • • • let yn = sxxi+s2x24- ■ ■ •
-\-snxn. Then it is readily verified that yu y2, • • • is a Cauchy sequence and
hence since Xl is complete that y»—>xwhere x is in X. In particular, for each

* = 1, 2, • • • , /i(yn)—*h{x); that

is, mf(s) =2~L7=isia'j= ^(^)-

^ut

h, h, ■ ■ ■ is a bounded subset of X°L, h(x), l2(x), ■ ■ ■ is bounded.
nti(s), m2(s), • • • is bounded and the theorem is proved.

Corollary.

since
Hence

Every complete relatively bounded linear system is simple.

Lemma. Let X be a linear space and let L be a boundedly
of (X*)x- Then L is uniform if and only if L is "sequentially
in the sense that whenever h, l2, • ■ ■ is a sequence of elements
h{x), h(x), ■ ■ ■ converges for all x in L then the function f

closed subspace
weakly closed"
of L such that
such that f(x)

= lim,,,«, l„(x) is in L.
Proof. If L is sequentially weakly closed it is obvious that X% is complete
and hence, by Theorem VI-4, uniform. Thus Xl is uniform. Conversely suppose that Xl is uniform and let l±, h, • • • be a sequence of members of L
such that ln{x)—*f(x) for all x in X. Obviously / is in X*. Suppose that
*i, x2, ■ • ■ is a bounded sequence of elements of Xl- For each n = 1, 2, • • • ,
f(xn) =limm,00 lm(xn) and, sinceh,

is bounded

h, ■ ■ • is a bounded

as m and n vary independently

subset

of X%, {lm(xn)\

over the positive

integers.

It fol-

lows that f{xi), f(x2), • • • is bounded. Thus /GL —L and L is sequentially
weakly closed.
The following two theorems

are immediate

consequences

of this lemma.

Theorem VI-5. A boundedly closed linear system is uniform if and only if
its conjugate is complete.
Theorem
VI-6. If {La} is an arbitrary family of uniform boundedly closed
subspaces of an (X*)x then XlL„ is uniform and boundedly closed.
We shall show later that uniformity differs from the other properties of
linear systems that we have studied in that the bounded closure of a uniform
linear system need not be uniform.

4. Stability of uniformity.
Lemma 1. Let Xl be a uniform linear system and let I be a member of X* —L.
Then X^+d is also a uniform linear system.
Proof.

Let nt\, m2, • • ■ be an arbitrary

(") Because of Theoreme

5 on page 80 of [2].

bounded

sequence

of elements

of
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A^t+i) and let X\, x2, • • • be an arbitrary bounded sequence of elements of
Xu+t). We shall show that {m^x,)} is bounded as i and j vary independently
over the positive integers. For each * = 1, 2, • • • , nii = h-\-\il where each U
is in L. If Xi, X2, • • • is a bounded sequence of real numbers the boundedness of {nti(xj}} is obvious. Hence there is no loss in generality in supposing that no X,- is zero and that some subsequence
X„„ X„s, • • • tends to

infinity. For each i = \, 2, • • • let/rf = /</(—X<) and let Vi= \/(—Xi) so that
nii = [ji —l)/vi. Since «i, m2, • • • is bounded

there exists a positive function

F defined on X such that for all x in Xandi = l,2, • • •, |/iO)-Z(*)| £viF(x).
It follows that for all x in Xand*,* = l,2, • • • J/,-(*)-/*(*)I/(vi
+ vk)^F(x).
Thus since (/.—/*)/(»',■+*'*)

is in P and A*i is uniform,

real number it such that |/<(*,•)—fk(xj) \/(vi + vk)
But
v„j, • • • converges
fn^x), fn2(x), • • • converges
ni, «2, • • ■ and passing to the
for i, j —i, 2, • • • . But since

there exists a positive

for all i, j, k = 1, 2, • • • .

to zero. Hence, since |/»(#)— l(x) \ ^ViF(x),
to l(x). Thus letting k take on the values
limit we conclude that \fi(xJ)—l(x3)\/vi^K,
(fi(Xj) —l(Xj))/vi = nii(xj), this completes the

proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2. Let Xl be a uniform linear system and let Y be a subspace of X
having deficiency one in X. Then Yl is also a uniform linear system.
Proof. Let I be a member of X* whose null space is Y. By Lemma 1,
-X\r,_Li)is uniform. But it is clear that X^+if is isomorphic to the direct union
of YL with a one-dimensional
linear system. Furthermore
it is an obvious consequence of the definitions concerned that the direct union of two linear systems is uniform if and only if each factor is uniform. Thus Yl is uniform.

Theorem VI-7. Let X be a linear space, let Y be a subspace of X of finite
deficiency and let L and M be subspaces of X* such that M is a subspace of L
having finite deficiency in L. Then if any one of the linear systems Xl, Yl,
Xm, Ym is uniform, so are all the rest.
Proof. The truth of this theorem is an obvious consequence of Lemmas 1
and 2 and the fact that a linear system is uniform if and only if its conjugate
is uniform.

5. Applications to the theory of normed linear spaces. Let Xl be the
linear system

of a normed

linear space and let B be the set of all x in X with

||*|| ^1. Then it is clear that AQL is uniformly X bounded if and only if
l.u.b.igs|
l(x) I is bounded for I'm A; that is, if and only if A is norm bounded.
Thus the norm bounded sets in L are precisely the uniformly bounded subsets of XI, and XL is uniform if and only if the norm bounded subsets of L
are precisely the bounded subsets of X°L. It follows from this last remark that
if X is a normed linear space with a uniform linear system and F is a normed
linear space containing X and contained in its completion, then Falso has a
uniform linear system. Since the linear system of any complete normed linear
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space is uniform, this tells us that a normed linear space will have a uniform
linear system if and only if it is "sufficiently near to its completion." Accordingly we call a normed linear space whose linear system is uniform an almost
complete normed linear space. Theorem VI-7 tells us that any normed linear
space with finite deficiency in its completion is almost complete. The proof
of Theoreme 5 on page 80 of [2] tells us that every normed linear space of
the second category is almost complete. An example of Hausdorff [8, p. 303]
shows that not every normed linear space of the second category has finite
deficiency in its completion. We do not know however whether or not an
almost complete normed linear space is necessarily of the second category.
In any case there is an important
theorem of Banach (28) which can be
strengthened
by replacing the hypothesis that a certain space be of the second category by the hypothesis that it be almost complete.

Theorem VI-8. Let X be a linear space and let \\ \\ and || ||i be two norms
in X such that under j| || X is complete, under || \\i X is almost complete, and for
all x in X,
Then the norms \\ || and || ||i are equivalent.
Proof. Let U be the identical mapping from X under || || into the completion of X under ||
Then U is a continuous
linear operator. Let L and
Li be the norm sets of || || and || ||i respectively. Since L and L\ are both uniform, L\ has the same bounded sets as norm set as it does as a subset of the
norm set L. Hence the adjoint U of U is an isomorphism between L\ as a norm
set and L\ as a subspace of the norm set L. Thus the hypotheses of Theoreme 1
on page 146 of [2] are satisfied and we conclude that U maps X onto the
whole of the completion of X under || ||i; in other words X is complete under
||i. It now follows from Theoreme 6 on page 41 of [2] that || || and || [|i
are equivalent.
We conclude the chapter by using Theorem VI-8 to construct the example of a uniform linear system with a nonuniform bounded closure promised earlier. Let X be a nonreflexive Banach space, let L be the norm set

of X and let Z be the norm set of L, XC.ZC.L*. Suppose that it is possible
to find a closed subspace Y of Z such that YC^X = 0 and Y+X is not closed.
For each element y+x in Y+X where y is in Y and x is in X let

HHI+IHI-It:
isthenclearthatIWI
= IIIzlllfora11
z in y+x>thaty+x

is complete under ||
|| and that || || and ||| ||| are not equivalent.
Hence
it follows from Theorem VI-8 that Y+X under || || is not almost complete;
in other words that the bounded closure of the linear system ( Y+X)l
is not
uniform. On the other hand, since XL and Zl are uniform it follows that
(Y+X)l
is uniform. Thus to complete the construction
of our example we
have only to prove the existence of a nonreflexive Banach space whose second
conjugate has a subspace of the sort described. This is easily done as follows.
(ss) The specialization

to normed linear spaces of Theoreme

6 on page 41 of [2].
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Let X be the subspace of the Banach space (c) [2, p. 6] consisting of the
convergent to zero sequences. Then as is well known Z is the Banach space
(m). Divide the positive integers into No classes Ji, 72, • • • each containing
No members and for each m = 1, 2, • • • , let s" be the sequence si, sj, • ' •
such that s" = 1 if j is in /„ and is otherwise zero. Let e" be the sequence
el, e\, • • • such that e%= 5". Finally let F be the closure of the linear span
of the sequences e1+s1, e2+si/2, e3+s3/3, • • • . It is readily verified that
Yr\X = 0. On the other hand, since ||e"-f5n/w|| ^||en|| =1 and ||eB+s"/»-HI
= l/n for « = 1, 2, • • • it follows that X and F are not completely disjoint
and hence by the theorems of Chapter III that X-\- Y is not closed.

Chapter

VII. Norm sets

Since pseudo-norm sets appear naturally in dealing with intersections and
since most of our theorems are true for pseudo-norm sets as well as for norm
sets we shall often state and prove them in terms of the more general concept.
1. Characterizations.
Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace
of (X*)x- We wish to study conditions under which L is a pseudo-norm
set.
We already know of two ways in which L may fail to be a pseudo-norm set.
It may be "too big" in that it is not relatively bounded and it may be "too
small" in that it is not boundedly closed. However there is a great deal more
to being a pseudo-norm set than being not too big and not too small. We shall
see below that there are many examples of L's which are boundedly closed
and relatively bounded but are not pseudo-norm sets; as a matter of fact we
have one class of examples already—the
No-dimensional subspaces of norm
sets. On the other hand we shall show that L is a pseudo-norm set if and only
if certain related linear systems are relatively bounded and boundedly closed.

Theorem VII-1. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of (X*)xThen L is a pseudo-norm set if and only if the completion of the regularization
of Xl is relatively bounded and boundedly closed.
Proof. If L is a pseudo-norm set then it is clear that the regularization
of Xz, is the linear system of a normed linear space and that its completion
is isomorphic to the linear system of the completion of the space. But the
linear system of any normed linear space is relatively bounded and boundedly
closed. To prove the converse we observe first that L is a pseudo-norm
set
if and only if the regularization of Xl is the linear system of a normed linear
space. Thus we need only consider the case in which Xl is regular. Now by
Theorem VI-4 the completion of Xl is uniform. Hence, by Theorem VI-2,
since it is relatively bounded it is simple and, by Theorem V-17, since it is
boundedly closed it is the linear system of a normed linear space.
As an immediate corollary of Theorems V-17 and VI-3 we may state the

following theorem.
Theorem

VII-2. If X is a linear space and Lis a subspace of (X*)x then L
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set if and only if Xj^is boundedly closed and the reach of X% is

relatively bounded.
Our next theorem tells us how L's that satisfy the two necessary
tions of being relatively bounded and boundedly
closed are related
that are actually norm sets.

condito L's

Theorem VII-3. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of (X*)xThen L is relatively bounded and boundedly closed if and only if it is the intersection of the members of a family of norm sets.
Proof. Half of the theorem is obvious in the light of what we know about
bounded closure and relative boundedness.
To prove the other half suppose
that L is relatively bounded and boundedly closed and let / be any member
of X* —L. We shall show that there is a norm set which contains L and does
not contain I. To do this we first show that there exists an L bounded sequence
of linearly independent
members of X, xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ such that J(*i), l(x2), • • •
is not bounded. It follows at once from the bounded closure of L that
Zi, z2, • • • exists with the first and third properties. Hence if 2i4-z2-f- • ■ • —M
is infinite-dimensional,
a suitable subsequence
of zu z2, ■ • • will have all
three. Suppose that M is finite-dimensional.
Then since, as on M, I is not
in the bounded closure of L and since in finite-dimensional
linear systems
closure and bounded closure are equivalent,
there must exist x in M such that
l(x) = 1 and l(x) = 0 for all I in L. Since L+l is relatively bounded there exists
an P-f-Z bounded sequence yi, y2, • • • of linearly independent^9)
members
of X. For each « = 1, 2, • • • let xn=y„+nx.
Since we may clearly suppose
that x is not in yi+y2 + • • • , it is verified at once that x\, x2, • • • is a linearly
independent
set, is L bounded, and is such that l(xi), Z(x2), • • • is not
bounded. Let N bea complement of M. Since Nl is relatively bounded there
exists an L bounded Hamel basis {ya\ for N. [xn\KJ [ya\ is then a bounded
Hamel basis for X. For each x in X let ||x\\ = ||ciXi+ • • • +cnxn-\-diyai-\■■■

+dnya„\\ = I Ci| + ■ • • +1 cn\ + Ifii| + ■ ■ ■ +1 dn\. It is obvious that L is in
the norm set of || || and that I is not.

Corollary.
If X is a linear space and L is a subspace of X* then L is relatively bounded if and only if it is contained in a norm set.
We conclude

§1 with a characterization

of a somewhat

different

nature.

Theorem
VII-4. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of (X*)x.
Then L is a pseudo-norm set if and only if L is the linear span of a convex
subset K of X* which is bicompact in the weak topology{30) in X* defined by the

members of X.
If X is finite-dimensional
the theorem is trivial.
(30) That is, the weakest topology in X* such that all members of X** defined by members
of X are continuous.
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Proof. Half of the theorem is an immediate consequence of the well known
fact that the unit sphere of the conjugate of a Banach space is bicompact
in the weak topology defined by the elements. The other half is an easy generalization of a theorem of Krein and Smulian [13, Theorem 16]. They prove
that the linear span of a "regularly convex" subset of the conjugate of a
Banach space is a pseudo-norm
set. However, using the methods used by
Mazur [20] in establishing a similar theorem for normed linear spaces, it is
easy to show that every subset of X* which is convex and closed in the weak
topology is regularly convex. Furthermore
inspection of the arguments
of
Krein and Smulian shows that the assumption
that K is contained in the
norm set of a Banach space is not needed.
2. Linear unions of pseudo-norm sets. We have shown that if L and M
are boundedly closed subspaces of an (X*)x then L + M is boundedly closed
provided that M is finite-dimensional
or that M is N0-dimensional
and L has
the first countability
property.
The following corollary of Theorem VII-4
tells us that we can also draw this conclusion if both L and M are simple.
Theorem VII-5. If X is a linear space and L and M are pseudo-norm
in (X*)x, then L-\-M is a pseudo-norm set.

sets

Proof. Consider X* in its weak X topology. By Theorem VII-4, L=K-\and M = 7+ where K and 7 are convex and bicompact.
By a well known
theorem(31) in the theory of topological groups K+J
is bicompact.
Since
K+J
is obviously convex it follows from Theorem VII-4 that (K + J)-\- is
a pseudo-norm set. But (K4-7)+
=L-\-M. ThusL + Mis apseudo-norm
set.
It follows at once from Theorem VII-5 that the linear union of any finite
number of pseudo-norm sets is again a pseudo-norm set. The following theorem tells us that the finiteness condition very definitely cannot be relaxed.

Theorem VI1-6. Let X be a linear space and let L\, L2, • ■ • be an arbitrary
sequence of pseudo-norm sets in (X*)x. Then L=Lx-\-L2-\- • ■ • is a pseudo-

norm set if and only if for some «0 = 1, 2, • • • , L =7i+L2+

• ■ • +P»o-

Proof. Because of Theorem VII-5 half of the theorem is trivial, and in
proving the other half we may assume that LiQLiQLsQ
• ■ • . For each
n = l, 2, • • • let || ||„ be a pseudo-norm
whose pseudo-norm
set is L„. Because of the relation between L„ boundedness
and Ln+i boundedness
it is
clear that we may choose these pseudo-norms
so that |k||n^||x||n+i
for all x
in X and each n = l, 2, • • • . Suppose that L is a pseudo-norm
set and let
|| || be a corresponding
pseudo-norm.
If LALn for any n = \, 2, • • • then
for each n there is an Ln bounded set which is not L bounded. Hence for each
M= l, 2, • • • there exists x„ in X such that ||*n||B<l
and ||je„|| —n. Now for
each pair of positive integers m and n with m>n,
||jc,»||,,^||:*m||<n+i)5;
• • •
(3l) See [27, p. 16] for a proof.
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sequence

||#i||n,

||*s||»i

' '.'

1S

Hence X\, x2, x3, ■ ■ • is Ln bounded for all n and consequently
L
But this is impossible since ||je„|| =n. Thus for some » = 1, 2, • • • ,

3. Intersections

of pseudo-norm sets.

Theorem VII-7. If X is a linear space and L and M are pseudo-norm
in (X*)x, then LC\M is a pseudo-norm set..
Proof(82). Let K and / be convex subsets of X* which are bicompact

the weak X topology and such that L=K+

and M = J+.

sets
in

Then LC\M

— (Kr\J)-\-.
Since KC\J is bicompact and convex, L + M is a pseudo-norm
set.
It follows from this theorem that the intersection of two norm sets is a
norm set if and only if it is total. That it need not be total is an immediate
consequence of Theorem V-9. As a matter of fact, using Theorem V-9 we
can prove the following theorem.

Theorem
VII-8. If X is an infinite-dimensional
linear space then every
pseudo-norm set in (X*)x is the intersection of two norm sets.
Proof. Let M be a pseudo-norm set in (X*)x and let Y be a complement
of M' in X. Then, as on Y, any pseudo-norm || || associated with L is a norm.
Let || HI be any norm defined on M', and for each z in M' and each y in Y
let|| 2+y||| = |||z|||+
||y||. It is readily verified that || ]| is a norm defined
throughout X. Let L be its norm set. It is clear that MQL. Furthermore
it
is clear that M"C\L = M and hence that M is a closed subspace of X°L. Thus
by Theorem V-9 there exists an automorphism
T* of (X*)x such that F*(L)
(~\L = M. Since L and T*(L) are norm sets, this completes the proof of the
theorem.
Theorem VII-7 tells us that the intersection
of any finite number of
pseudo-norm
sets is again a pseudo-norm
set. That the cardinal number restriction cannot be completely removed follows from the first section of this
chapter. It follows from the corollary to Theorem V-14 that it cannot even
be relaxed. On the other hand the analogue of Theorem VI1-6 is not true and
there are many non-trivial cases of infinite intersections of pseudo-norm sets
which are themselves pseudo-norm sets. Examples are furnished us by the
following two theorems.
Theorem
VII-9. If X is a linear space and {La} is an arbitrary family of
uniform pseudo-norm sets in (X*)x, then L=\]La
is also a uniform pseudonorm set.
(**) A more elementary but slightly longer proof may be given by starting with pseudonorms associated with L and M and considering the least upper bound of all the pseudo-norms
which are less than or equal to both.
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Proof. By Theorem VI-6, L is uniform and boundedly closed. Obviously L
is relatively bounded. Hence by Theorem VI-2 it is simple. Since it is simple
and boundedly closed, it is a pseudo-norm set.
Theorem
pseudo-norm
pseudo-norm

VII-10. // L is a pseudo-norm set and if {La\ is a family of
sets each of which has finite deficiency in L, then \\La *s a^so a
set.

Proof. We observe first that, since every subspace of L which contains an
La is again a pseudo-norm
set, every La is an intersection
of pseudo-norm
sets of deficiency one in L. Thus we need only consider the case in which each
La has deficiency one in L. Furthermore
we shall suppose that L is a norm set.
That the general case may be reduced to this one follows from an easy argument that we leave to the reader. Let || || be a norm in X corresponding to L
and let X be the completion of X under || ||. Since each La is boundedly closed
and of deficiency one, it follows from Theorem IV-9 that it is the null space
of a member(33) of X. Thus each La is a closed subspace of X%. Hence YLLa
is a closed subspace of X\. But it follows from Theorems V-9 and VII-7 that
every closed subspace of Xl is a pseudo-norm
set in (X*)x- Thus IJZ.« is a
pseudo-norm set as on X and hence as on X.
Although the analogue for intersections of Theorem VII-6 is not true there
is an interesting
quasi-analogue
which is true. We obtain this result from
Theorem VII-6 by means of a certain duality between intersections and linear
unions which we shall now proceed to describe.
Let X be a linear space and let L be a total subspace of X*. Then X regarded as a subspace of L* is also total. Let J\ be the family of all boundedly
closed subspaces of X* which contain L and let J2 be the family of all boundedly closed subspaces of L* which contain X. We define an operation F—>F~
which takes each member of Ji into a member of 72 and each member of J2

into a member of Ji as follows. If F is in Ji (J2) let 43f be the family of all subsets of L (X) which are uniformly bounded as subsets of the linear system
Fx (Fl) and let F~ be the set of all members of L* (X*) which carry every
member of 43F into a bounded set of real numbers. We state the important
facts about this correspondence
in a lemma.

Lemma. Let X, L, Ji, J2 and (~) be as in the immediately preceding para-

graph and let F and G be members of Ji (Ji) such that FCG. Then F~^>G~,
F C F, F
= F~, and if Fis a norm set so is F~.
Proof. The first two statements
are immediate consequences of the definitions. The third follows from the first two as follows(34). Since F CF,

F-=(F—
last statement

)-DP- and since (F~)—QF~, F-CF~.

Thus F-=

follows at once from the fact that the uniformly

(33)We regard XQxQL*.
(M) Cf. footnote 8.

F~. The

bounded

sub-
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sets of the conjugate of the linear system of a normed linear space are the
norm bounded ones.
If we say that a member F of Ji (72) such that F
= F contains L (X) regularly we may state our quasi-analogue
of Theorem VII-6 as follows.

Theorem
VH-11. Let X be a linear space and let L be a total relatively
bounded subspace of (X*)x- Let L{Q_Li~DLz ■ • • be a descending sequence of
norm sets each of which contains L regularly. Then Af =IJZ,„ is a norm set(Zi) if

and only if there exists m0= 1, 2, • • • such that L„0 = L„0+i= • • • .
Proof. The truth of this theorem is an immediate consequence
lowing lemma for which we shall have further use below.

of the fol-

Lemma. Let L\, L2, • • ■ , M and L be as in the statement of Theorem VII-11.
Then if N is any norm set containing M there exists a positive integer n0 such
that N contains L„0.
Proof. Let L<,= L\ -\-L2~-\- ■ ■ • . Since each LÜ is a norm set it follows from Theorem V-13 that L0 is boundedly
closed. M, being an intersection of boundedly closed subspaces, is also boundedly closed. Thus we may

form M~ and LÖ. For each n=t,

2, ■ • ■ , LZQLo

and MC.Ln. Hence

LÖQL~ = Ln and L^C.M~ so that LÖQl~]_Ln
= M and L0=XX\L,,M~.
Applying (~) to/_o CJlfand combining with PoQM_weobtainPo~_3AF~2Po.
But

since

LÖ~QL0

we conclude

that

LrT" =L0 = M~.

In

other

words,

(nn"=iPn)"=Zn"-iPn~ Now since N^M, N~QM~ =ZXiZ,»"'. For each
« = 1, 2, • • • , let Nn=L7r\N~. Then N- = N!+N2+ ■ ■ ■. Since N~ and
each

A7« is a norm

set

it follows

»0 = 1, 2, • • • , M-**Ni+Ni+
N—HL~~
plete.

= Z,„0. Since N^N

from

Theorem

VII-6

that

for some

• • • +N„0 = Nno. Hence N'CZL^ so that
, Af2.Ln0and the proof of the lemma is com-

We are forced to restrict ourselves to descending-sequences
in the statement of Theorem VII-11 because we do not know that the intersection
of
two subspaces of (X*)x each of which contains L regularly need also contain L

regularly.
As the reader may readily verify using the theorems of this chapter, if L
is any relatively bounded, boundedly closed total subspace of an (X*)x and
L is not a norm set, then there exists a sequence Li, P2, • ■ • of norm sets
each of which contains its successor properly and L regularly. Thus Theorem VII-11 is not vacuous and gives us a second method of constructing
countable intersections
of norm sets which are not pseudo-norm
sets
The following theorem, whose proof we leave to the reader, throws some
light on the nature of regular inclusion.

Theorem

VII-12.

Let X be a linear space and let L be a total relatively

(36) Since M is total it is a norm set if and only if it is a pseudo-norm

set.
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bounded subspace of (X*)x- Then a norm set containing L contains L regularly
if and only if there is a subset K of L such that N is the norm set of the norm ||

defined as follows. ||je|| =l.u.b.;gic| l(x) \ for all x in X.
We now make use of the lemma associated with Theorem VII-11 to characterize countable intersections of norm sets in terms of the concepts of the

fourth and fifth chapters.
Theorem
VII-13. Let X be a linear space and let L be a subspace of (X*)xThen L is the intersection of countably many norm sets if and only if it is boundedly closed, relatively bounded and has the second countability property.
Proof. Since we already know that an intersection of norm sets is boundedly closed and relatively bounded we may suppose at the outset that L
has these two properties. Since L is relatively bounded it follows that every L
bounded subset of X is N bounded for some pseudo-norm
set N which con-

tains L. In fact if A is L bounded, then A QB where Co(B) =B and P+ =X,
and by the procedure indicated in proving Theorem V-13 we may construct
a pseudo-norm
|| || such that
^1 for all x in B and ||jt|| =1 for all x not
in B. Let N be the pseudo-norm
set of || ||. It is obvious that LC1N and

that A is N bounded. Thus a subset of X is L bounded if and only if it is
N bounded for some pseudo-norm set N containing L. It follows at once that
L has the second countability
property if and only if there exists a countable family of pseudo-norm sets Li2p22p33
• • ■ all containing L such that
any pseudo-norm
set containing L contains some Z,„. Now suppose that L
has the second countability
property and let L\, L2, ■ • • be such a "basis
of pseudo-norm sets." Let / be any member of X*—L. Since L is relatively
bounded and boundedly closed there exists a norm set N which contains L

and not I. Let w = l, 2, • • • be such that Z.BCiV. Then Ln contains L and
not /. In other words L=IJ"_1P„.
Since each Ln is the intersection
of two
norm sets, L is the intersection of countably many norm sets. Conversely suppose that L is the intersection
of countably
many norm sets Pi, L2, • ■ ■ .
Because of Theorem VII-7 we may suppose that Pi2p22p32
• • • . Thus
if L is total we may apply the lemma associated with Theorem VII-11 to the
sequence L\ , L2 , • • • and conclude that any norm set containing L contains some L ~ and hence that L has the second countability
property. Suppose L is not total. For each n = 1, 2, • • • let M„ be the set of all I in Ln such
that l(x) =0 for all x in V. Then L =Y[„-iMn and every / in every Mn vanishes throughout
L'. Thus when we pass to the quotient systems Xl/L' and
XMJL'
we find that the corresponding
subspaces of (X/L1)*,
and Mn,

are such that /^=n»-i^»

and that the

are norm sets. Since Xl is iso-

morphic to the direct union of XL/L' and a linear system with only the zero
functional distinguished
and since Xl/L',being
regular, has the second countability property by the argument just presented, it follows that XL does also.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Corollary.
If Li, L2, • ■ ■ are subspaces of (X*)x having the second countability property and if each L„ is relatively bounded and boundedly closed then
YLn-iLn also has the second countability

property.

It follows from Theorem VII-6 that if X is a linear
are subspaces of (X*)x such that L is a pseudo-norm set,
and MC\N = Q, then L + M is not a pseudo-norm set. We
by applying Theorem VII-10 to obtain a generalization

Theorem

space and L and M
M is N o-dimensional,
conclude this section
of this result.

VII-14. Let X be a linear space and let L and M be subspaces

of (X*)x such that LC\M = 0. Then if Lis boundedly closed and M is N o-dimensional, L-\-M is not a pseudo-norm

set.

Proof. Suppose that L + M is a pseudo-norm
set. Then L is relatively
bounded and, since boundedly closed by hypothesis,
is an intersection
of
norm sets. Let M = M\+M2 + • • • where each M„ is finite-dimensional.
Now
since L is an intersection of norm sets and since the intersection of a finite
number of norm sets is a pseudo-norm set it follows that for each n = 1, 2, • • •
there

is a pseudo-norm

set

Ln such

that

LnC\Mn=0

and

LQLn.

Let

Nn = LnC\(L+M).
Since the deficiency of Nn in L + M is at most No it follows from Theorem VII-6 that it is finite. Furthermore H"_17Y„ = (P + Af)

nJXr.1L«=£

since Yln-iL„C\M = 0 and Yi.n-\Ln^.L. Thus L is an intersec-

tion of pseudo-norm sets each having finite deficiency in the pseudo-norm set
L + M. Hence by Theorem VII-10, L is a pseudo-norm set. But then by Theorem VII-6, L + M is not a pseudo-norm set and we have a contradiction.

Corollary.
If L is a pseudo-norm set and L\ has deficiency N o in L then
L\ is simple and has deficiency N o in its bounded closure.
4. Some examples. We apply here the results of this and earlier chapters
to obtain the examples promised in the remarks following Theorem V-l.
(1) Simple linear systems. Let X be any linear space and let L be any
pseudo-norm
set in (X*)x- Then Xl is a simple linear system.
(2) Relatively bounded linear systems having the first countability property
and not the second. Let X be any infinite-dimensional
linear space and let N
be any pseudo-norm
set in (X*)x- Let M be any infinite-dimensional
pseudonorm set such that NC\M = 0. That M exists follows from Theorem V-9.
Finally let h, l2, • • • be a sequence of linearly independent
members of M
and let £, = ^4-/14-/24- • • • . Then since M and N are relatively bounded,
Xl is relatively bounded and since N+h+l2+
• • •+/„, being a pseudo-norm
set, has the first countability
property, it follows from Theorem V-ll that
Xl has the first countability property. If XL had the second countability
property then it would be simple and the bounded closure of L would be a
pseudo-norm set. Now by Theorem V-13, L is boundedly closed and by Theorem VII-6, L is not a pseudo-norm set. Thus XL does not have the second
countability
property.
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(3) Relatively bounded linear systems having the second countability property
and not the first. Let X be an infinite-dimensional
linear space and let L be
a subspace of (X*)x which is not a pseudo-norm set but which is the intersection of countably many norm sets. We have already observed that such

L's exist(3'). It follows from Theorem VII-13 that Xl is relatively bounded,
boundedly closed, and has the second countability
property. Since L is boundedly closed and not a pseudo-norm set it cannot have both countability properties. Thus Xl does not have the first countability
property.
(4) Relatively bounded linear systems with neither countability property. Let
Xl and Ym be relatively bounded linear systems such that Xl has the first
countability property and not the second and Ym has the second and not the
first. It follows from Theorem V-3 that XL® Ym is relatively bounded and
has neither countability property.
(5) A non relatively bounded linear system having the second countability
property. Let X be an No-dimensional linear space. Obviously Xx* has the
second countability property. That it is not relatively bounded follows from

Theorem V-6.
(6) Almost relatively bounded non relatively bounded linear systems with
neither countability property. Let XL and Ym be linear systems such that Xl
is relatively bounded and has neither countability
property and Ym is almost
relatively bounded but not relatively bounded (for example, the example of
(5)). Then by Theorem V-3, XL@ Ym has neither countability
property and
is not relatively bounded but is almost relatively bounded.
(7) Non almost relatively bounded linear systems having the first countability
property. We proceed as in (2), only this time requiring that X be at least
C-dimensional and choosing h, k, • • • so that /i4-/2+ • • ■ is not relatively
bounded. That this is possible follows from Theorem V-7. As before, Xl has
the first countability
property and not the second and now is not relatively
bounded. Since it has the first countability
property it follows from Theorem V-l that it is not even almost relatively bounded.
(8) Non almost relatively bounded linear systems with neither countability
property. Let X be any linear space whose dimension exceeds N o- That Xx*
has neither countability
property and is not almost relatively bounded follows at once from the obvious fact that every bounded subset of Xx- has a
finite-dimensional
linear span.

Some unsolved

problems

We conclude with a list of a few of the questions and topics for further
investigation suggested by the material developed above.
1. Is there an example of a regular infinite-dimensional
linear system
which is not stable?
(*) See the corollary to Theorem V-14 and the remarks following Theorem VII-11.
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2. Are there any incomplete normed linear spaces in whose lattices of
closed subspaces modularity and d-modularity
are equivalent?
3. Is the convergence in the linear system Xl related in the general case
to any of the topologies in X with respect to which X is a topological linear
space in the sense of Kolmogoroff [12]?
4. If X is a linear space and L and M are boundedly closed subspaces of

(X*)x, when is L + M boundedly closed?
(a) Is it always boundedly closed?
(b) Is it boundedly closed if L and M have the first countability
property?
(c) Is it boundedly closed if one of L and M is No-dimensional?
(d) Is it boundedly closed if one of L and M is a pseudo-norm
set?
5. Study completely boundedly closed linear systems.
6. Are there any relatively bounded linear systems which are boundedly
closed but not completely boundedly closed?
7. Is the first countability
property preserved under finite intersections?
8. Is the second countability
property preserved under countable intersections when bounded closure and relative boundedness
are not assumed?
9. Is every subspace of an (X*)x with the first countability
property a
linear union of countably many pseudo-norm
sets?
10. Is the reach of a linear system necessarily boundedly closed?
11. Is the operation of taking the reach idempotent?
12. Is every almost complete normed linear space a space of the second
category ?
13. Study the concept of regular inclusion more closely. In particular if
Mi and Mi contain L regularly does MxPsMz contain L regularly?
14. Relate linear systems to vector lattices. In particular what linear systems are of the form Xl where X is a vector lattice and L is the set of bounded
linear functionals on LI
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